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IMPLEMENTING QR CODE TECHNOLOGY IN MEDICAL DEVICE 
PACKAGE 
By 
Manu Chakravarthy Kittanakere Naagaraj 
The medical device industry strives to improve the delivery of key device information 
through the package to patients, doctors and end users. To achieve this goal Indications For 
Use (IFU) and user manuals have been major tools and are necessary components required in 
Medical Device Package according to Food and Drug Administration (FDA) standards. 
Historically there have been challenges caused by packaging information materials aspects 
such as manufacturing, transportation and translation. The need for extensive packaging and 
labelling has ultimately contributed to increased cost of manufacturing for devices. It is also 
important to know what information a customer needs and recognize that the safety of the 
consumer is of the utmost importance. The development and implementation of new 
technologies and procedures in a medical device industry may be complicated and slow but it 
is a necessity to improve safety and provide maximum comfort to the end user. Barcodes and 
Two Dimensional code have been used in the medical device industry for tracking purposes; 
however, the focus of this thesis was using QR codes (two-Dimensional barcode) in medical 
device package without IFU, user guides and manuals to enhance patient safety, reduce cost 
and enhance the breadth of information available to the ultimate users. Access to the 
information was achieved by just taking a picture or scanning the QR code which was printed 
on a medical device package. This thesis also assesses the feasibility of implementing the QR 
code technology on medical device package and a case study is conducted that elaborates on 
the cost analysis. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 MOTIVATION FOR THIS WORK 
The main motivation of the research is saving cost by implementing new emerging 
technology by contributing to the field of sustainability. Cost reduction can be achieved by 
reducing paper and printing costs; global warming can be reduced by eliminating paper use 
and it also supports sustainability. Enhancing the functionality of any technology by cutting 
cost and implementing lean manufacturing was also another motivation to this research. 
Of secondary importance is the main demographic change influencing the Medical Device 
industry is the rapidly growing number of elderly in the United States. The latest published 
data from the Census Bureau shows that the percentage of people aged 65 and older will 
increase from 12.4 percent in 2000 to an estimated 20.7 percent by 2050 based on the 2000 
Census and published in early 2004
5. 
According to Census estimates, there were about 35 million Americans over the age of 65 in 
2000; due to the anticipated increase in overall life expectancy, by 2020 there will be more 
than 54 million people 65 and older, and more than 86 million by 2050. 
Due to the technology and facilities in the Medical device industry, the younger generation 
have the probability of living longer, as they will be facilitated with sophisticated and long­
term health care. This has driven the need for advanced medical health care and raised 
expectations that new technologies will enhance the quality and length of a patient's life. 
Another important aspect to consider is the mergers and acquisitions within the medical 
device industries. Due to the mergers, the larger companies are becoming more stable and 
there could be a standardized structure followed by most of the firms. Larger companies 
usually have a greater capability for exporting products globally. They are also better 
positioned to negotiate with GPO's such as HMO's and health care companies nationwide6 • 
Technological advances in areas apart from the medical device sector are also having an 
impact on future industry trends. One of these is harnessing the power of the Internet. For 
example, the introduction of e-commerce is having a significant effect on the medical device 
industry, and its influences are likely to grow over the next decade. 
1 
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Most noticeable to consumers is the proliferation of on-line sites featuring product and 
purchasing information. Institutional purchasers of medical equipment in the U.S. and 
overseas are integrating on-line procurement into supply-chain management programs, saving 
time and money. Patients are also gathering treatment and product information on the Internet 
and are having more input in decisions affecting their health care. Medical device 
manufacturers are realizing savings by an FDA regulatory change allowing device manuals to 
be available online and through "electronic labelling." This change allows devices intended 
for use in health care facilities to use electronic, rather than traditional paper, labelling, as 
long as users have the option, upon request, of obtaining labelling in paper form. 
E-commerce is changing medical device trade in other regulatory areas as well. In 1997, the
FDA implemented the Electronic Records and Signatures Regulation. This rule (21 CFR 11) 
establishes the criteria under which the FDA will deem electronic records and electronic 
signatures equivalent to paper records and traditional handwritten signatures. 
While electronic filing should lighten the burden on manufacturers, there are significant 
differences between electronic records and signatures and traditional paper systems that 
necessitate additional controls. Issues relating to confidentiality, permanency and the integrity 
of electronic signatures have challenged both the FDA and industry. However, as systems are 
established and evaluated, electronic submissions will likely become standard. 
The U.S. is the largest single consumer of Medical and dental equipment/devices, with a 
market value at nearly $80 billion in 2005, and US medical technology companies lead the 
world in medical device production. And export of these devices has also improved gradually 
over the years. The US only imports lower technology products, and it has been the main 
contributor in developing high technology medical devices. The future market for the US 
medical device industry is very bright considering certain aspects such as increased 
experience of the US in exporting, leading the market in innovative technology, and 
increased aging population in Japan and Europe as it exports most of its products to these 
countries and through international harmonization of standards and regulatory requirements. 
The medical device industry has become increasingly competitive as an ever-increasing 
number of multi-national firms are aggressively pursuing the global market, focusing greater 
attention on international sales and revenue, joint ventures and mergers. 
2 
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It is important to recognize the enhancement in quality and technology in a medical device to 
support all the above aspects. Due to the steady growth in population, the US is targeting 
many international markets and focusing more on high technology medical devices. China, 
including the Special Administrative Region of Hong Kong, is the second largest market for 
U.S. medical device exports in Asia. U.S. medical device exports to China will increase 5 to 
10 percent annually for the near future. U.S. medical device exports to China totalled $805 
million in 2004. China's overall market for medical equipment and supplies was estimated at 
$2.5 billion in 2005. Many in the industry believe this figure understates the actual size of 
China's market. Japan's medical device market, estimated to exceed $17 billion in 2005, is 
the largest market for the U.S. medical equipment and supplies companies. U.S. exports to 
Japan have increased from $2.24 billion in 1999 to $2.7 billion in 2004, which is slightly 
below the peak level of exports ($2.73 billion) reached in 2001. Medical device-related trade 
issues with Japan are being addressed in the Market-Oriented, Sector-Selective (MOSS) 
Agreement signed on January 9, 1986. It has served since then as the basis for continuous 
bilateral discussions to improve market access for American exporters of pharmaceuticals, 
cosmetics and medical devices. Korea and Taiwan are also in the top 20 markets for U.S. 
medical and dental products, where U.S. exports in 2004 were valued at $668 million8• 
Finally, International harmonization of regulatory requirements expands the opportunities for 
exports. Most of the Asian countries are the fastest growing markets for the U.S. medical 
equipment. Reduced or eliminated tariffs increase the understanding of reimbursement 
policies and this supports the improvement of regulatory environments in difficult markets 
such as China and Russia. The technology discussed in this thesis might be the answer for all 
the above aspects. 
3 
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QR Code is used in Japan in wide range of application. They were first used in supply chain 
application by an automobile manufacturer to track automobile parts. The QR code has 
dominated the market due to its unique advantages and compatibility. It is an effective 
labelling technology that can be compared with RFID, one-dimensional barcodes and 
nanotechnology. 
Denso wave created QR code in 1994, it can be associated with two-dimensional barcode that 
can hold more information compared to conventional barcode horizontally and vertically. QR 
code stands for quick response code. QR code might be the future and have the potential to 
replace one-dimensional barcode. Various industries have made efforts to increase the 
amount of information stored by a traditional barcode such as increasing the number of 
barcode digits or laying out multiple barcodes. However, these improvements also caused 
problems such as enlarging the barcode area, complicating reading operations and increasing 
printing cost. Thus, QR code has been emerging rapidly and is being used in different 
industries. Below are the reasons for QR code being implemented in most of the 
applications 1 •2 : 
• QR code can hold much higher data density and support different foreign symbols
like Chinese/Kanji characters compared to linear barcode.
• QR code can be used by anybody without any cost and can be created without any
license as Denso wave has related the patent into the public domain.
• Data structure standard is not prerequisite for any application making the QR code
more versatile and flexible.
• Most of the camera phones have their own software to decode the QR code. The
software can be downloaded free or is preloaded in the phone.
History of QR code: In 1970, IBM developed UPC symbols consisting of 13-digit numbers 
to enable automatic input into computers. These UPC symbols are still widely used for Point­
Of-Sale (POS) systems. In 1974, Code 39, which can encode (symbolize) approximately 30 
digits of alphanumeric characters, was developed. Then in the early 1980s, multistage symbol 
codes where approximately 100-digit characters can be stored such as Code 16K and Code 49 
were developed. As the communication system through barcodes rapidly developed in the 
4 
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recent years, requests had mounted for symbols that can store more information and represent 
languages other than English. To enable this, a symbol with even higher density than 
multistage symbols was required. As a result, QR Code, that can contain 7,000 digits of 
characters at maximum including Kanji characters (Chinese characters used in Japan), was 
developed in 1994. 












1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 
Figure 1.1. Hierarchy and development of QR code3 
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QR Code carries information both horizontally and vertically. This feature enables it to store 
large amounts of data. In regards to space, QR Code is capable of encoding the same amount 
of data in approximately one-tenth the space of a traditional bar code. 
1 11111 111111 11 11 111 �11 1�111 11111111111  ..... �lij ..,.. t;Jf111 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 I 2 5 
Figure 1.3. Comparison between one-dimensional barcode and QR code
1 
This feature makes the QR code versatile so it can be accommodated easily if there is an area 
constrain. QR Code is also comprised of error correction capability. Data is restored even if 
the symbol is partially unreadable or damaged. QR Code makes itself capable for 360 degree 
high-speed reading; it accomplishes this task through position detection patterns located at 
the three comers of the symbol. These position detection patterns guarantee stable high-speed 
reading. The other advantage of QR code has been its ease of use . 
The capability of Cellular phones with camera reading QR code has been vital. In addition, 
dedicated QR code scanners are available for decoding. Different types of softwares are 
available to generate a QR code, and softwares that decode the QR code are available as well. 
These softwares are downloadable to cell phones/computers that can decode and read the QR 
code. Companies like Scan life, Kaywa and Quick Mark have softwares that can be 
downloaded onto your phone for low to no cost. 
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QR Code is a matrix-type symbol with a cell structure arranged in a square. [t consists of the 
functionality patterns that makes reading easy and recognizes data area quicker. QR Code has 
finder patterns, alignment patterns, timing patterns and a quiet zone. 
Finder pattern 
/ ;ming pattern 
l!] • 
~~Alignment pattern 
• • ,r 
Cell 
• • )/ 
Quiet zone 
Figure 1.4. QR Code Structure3 
a) Finder Pattern 
Finder pattern is used in detecting the position of the QR Code. By arranging this pattern at 
the three corners of a symbol the position, the size and the angle of the symbol can be 
detected. This finder pattern consists of a structure that can be detected in all directions 
(360°). 
b) Alignment Pattern 
This pattern is used for correcting the distortion of the QR Code. It is highly effective for 
correcting nonlinear distortions. The central coordinate of the alignment pattern will be 
identified to correct the distortion of the symbol. For this purpose, a black isolated cell is 
placed in the alignment pattern to make it easier to detect the central coordinates of the 
alignment pattern. 
7 
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This pattern identifies the central coordinate of each cell in the QR Code with black and 
white patterns arranged alternately. It is used for correcting the central coordinate of the data 
cell when the symbol is distorted or when there is an error for the cell pitch. It is arranged in 
both vertical and horizontal directions. 
d) Quiet Zone
Quiet zone is a margin space required for reading the QR Code. This quiet zone makes it 
easier to have the symbol detected from among the images read by the CCD sensor. Four or 
more cells are necessary for the quiet zone. 
e) Data Area
The QR Code data will be stored (encoded) into the data area. The data will be encoded into 
binary numbers of 'O' and '1' based on the encoding rule. These binary numbers will be 
converted into black and white cells and then will be arranged. The data area will have Reed­
Solomon codes incorporated for the stored data and the error correction functionality. 
1.2.2 Characteristics of QR Code 
Additional to the characteristics of two-dimensional symbols such .as large volume data 
(7,089 numerical characters at maximum), high-density recording (approx. 100 times higher 
in density than linear symbols) and high-speed reading, QR Code has superiority in both 
performance and functional aspects. 
a) Multi-directional Reading
Unlike the Linear barcode where user has to determine the orientation, QR code can be 
scanned from any direction. This feature of the QR code reduces complication in decoding. 
QR code is decoded by using a CCD sensor (area sensor). The QR code is focused and 
scanned by the user regardless of orientation. The scanned barcode is stored in the designated 
storage space in the CCD sensor (CCD camera / Sensor), and the decoding software in the 
CCD device analyses the scanned symbol in detail. The decoder detects for finder pattern, 
and from the detection of finder pattern, position/size/angle of the symbol is determined. 
After detecting all the key factors, the decoding process begins. Traditional barcodes 
consume more time in detecting the position/angle/size of the code, and decoding is less 
accurate when compared with those of QR Code. QR Code has finder patterns for notifying 
8 
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the position of the symbol arranged in three comers to enable high-speed reading in all 
directions (360°). The ratio between black and white among the scan line that runs through 
the finder patterns is always 1: 1 :3: 1: 1 when seen from any direction among the 360° 
surrounding it. By detecting this specific ratio, the finder pattern is detected and hence the 
position of the QR Code is determined in a short period of time. Additionally, by identifying 
the positional relationships of the three finder patterns listed in Figure 1.4 from the scanned 
code captured in CCD sensor, the size (L), the angle (8), and the outer shape of the symbol is 
simultaneously detected. By arranging the finder patterns into the three comers of the 






1 1 3 1 1 
1 1 3 1 1 
(b)�
 
1 1 3 1 1 
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b) Resistance to Distorted Symbols
Symbols often distort when they are attached onto a curved surface and/or variations in the 
reader being tilted (angled between the CCD sensor face and the symbol face). To correct this 
distortion, QR Code has alignment patterns arranged with a regular interval within the range 
of the symbol. The variance between the centre position of the alignment pattern estimated 
from the outer shape of the symbol and the actual centre position of the alignment pattern will 
be calculated to have the mappings (to identify the centre position of each cell) corrected. 
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c) Data Restoration Functionality (Resistance to Smudged or Damaged Symbols)
QR Code has four different error correction levels (7%, 15%, 25% and 30% per symbol area). 
The error correction functionality is implemented according to the smudge/damage and is 
utilizing Reed-Solomon code that is highly resistant to burst errors. Reed-Solomon codes are 
arranged in the QR Code data area. By this error correction functionality, the codes can be 
read correctly even when they are smudged or damaged depending on the error correction 
level embedded in the QR Code. The user can configure the error correction level when the 
symbol is created depending on the severity of the environment. 
�ll 
� 
Figure 1. 7. Examples of smudged and damaged codes
3 
d) Efficiently Encoding Kanji and Kana Characters
QR Code was designed on the premise that it will be used in Japan. The specifications for the 
symbol have efficiently encoded JIS level 1 and 2 Kanji and Kana characters. When making 
Japanese expressions using other two-dimensional symbols, the expression could be made in 
binaries and would require 16 bits (2 bytes) for a single character, whereas QR Code has each 
Japanese character encoded in 13 bits. This means that QR Code can have Japanese letters 
encoded 20% more efficiently than the other two-dimensional symbols. In other words, if the 
data volume is the same, the symbol can be generated in a smaller area. Codes in each 
country will be using the language in that specific country and this functionality will enable 
encoding of the specific language in an efficient manner, such as having Chinese characters 
for China and Vietnamese for Vietnam, efficiently encoded. 
e) Linking Functionality of the Symbols
QR Code has a linking functionality that will enable a single symbol to be represented in 
several symbols by dividing it. A single symbol is divided into a maximum of 16 symbols. 
The example shown in Figure 1.7 is one where a single QR Code is divided into four 
10 
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symbols, and each symbol has an indicator showing how many symbols the original symbol 
had been divided into and in which order that specific symbol would be among all divided 
ones. This will enable the entire data to be edited and submitted to the computer regardless of 
what order the symbols had been read by the reader. By this linking functionality, a large QR 
Code can be broken into a smaller one such that the cell size and data capacity can be 
manipulated and satisfy the limitations of the camera phone applications. The readers can 
reconstruct the information stored in the multiple QR code symbols. 
11 I . --.: 
Figure 1.8. Linking functionality of QR Code2,3 
t) Masking Process 
By having special patterns to process masking, QR Code is enabled to have black and white 
cells evenly arranged in a balanced order. To accurately finalize the data that had been read, it 
is necessary to arrange the white and black cells in a well-balanced manner. This process 
helps in preventing pattern duplication, avoids code misreading and decodes the code 
quickly. There are eight mask patterns and assessment will be made for each mask pattern. 
To determine best pattern, EX-OR calculation will be performed on all the eight patterns. 
Then the number of unique patterns existing and the balance between the white cells and the 
black cells will be assessed amongst the patterns. The mask pattern with the highest 
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Figure 1.9. Masking Process
2
,3 
g) The Confidentiality of the Code
By making the relationship between the character type and the stored data unique for a 
special usage, QR Code can be easily encrypted. Unless the conversion table between the 
character type and the stored data is deciphered, no one will be able to read the QR Code . 
h) Direct Marking
QR Code exerts superior readability even for symbols that are directly marked using laser or 
dot pin markers. For directly marked symbols, the cell shape does not necessarily have to be 
square as shown in Figure 1.9; it can also be circular. Even if the, white part (with high 
reflectance) and the black part (with low reflectance) are inverted due to the angle of the 
illuminating ray, the code can still be read in an accurate manner. It is also possible to read 
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The table below shows a typical specification of QR code. The capability of QR code is 
collectively listed together. Symbol size ranges from 2 1 X2 l cells - l 77X 177 cells with 4 cell 
intervals. Numerical characters, Alphabets, Binary characters and Kanji characters can be 
encoded into a QR code depending on the usage of each character ranging from 1817 - 7089. 
The conversion efficiency also depends on the type of character used ranging from 3.3 - 13 
cells per character. A single QR code can be fragmented into 16 different symbols. Error 
correction feature in the QR code can be customized by 4 different options. 
Min. 21x21 cell - Max. 177x177 cel l (with 4-cells interval) 
Numerical characters 
Alphabets, signs 
Binary (8 bit) 
Kanji characters 
Numerical characters mode 
Alpha numerical/signs mode 
Binary (8 bit) mode 
Kanji character mode (13 bit) 
Level L 
l evel M 
Level Q 
Level H 
7,089 characters at maximum 
4,296 characters at maximum 
2,953 characters at maximum 





Approx. 7°'b of the symbol area 
restored at maximum 
Approx. 15% of the symbol area 
restored at maximum 
Approx. 25% of the symbol area 
restored at maximum 
Approx. 30% of the symbol area 
restored at maximum 
Possible to be divided into 16 symbols at maxi mum 
Figure 1.11. Specification table for QR Code3 
1.2.4 Standardization of QR Code 
Below is the history of standardization of QR code by different organizations. 
Standardization is important for recognition of any technology. Even though QR code 
technology is relatively new, QR code has been recognized by many organizations in a short 
period. As we can see, QR code is mostly recognized in Asian countries as it can efficiently 
handle various languages and symbols familiar to these countries. QR code has potential to 
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• 1997 AIM International (Automatic Identification Manufacturers) AIM-ITS 97/001
• 1999 Japanese Industrial Standard JIS- X0510
• 1999 JAMA (Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association ) JAMA-EIE001
• 2000 ISO (International Organization for Standardization) TSO/IEC 18004
• 2000 Chinese National Standard GB/T 18284
• 2002 Korea National Standard KS-X/IEC 18004
• 2003 Vietnam National Standard TCVN7322
1.3 APPLICATIONS OF QR CODE TECHNOLOGY
Qr Code Technology is being used in various applications. McDonalds Japan has already 
started using the QR codes on the "Burger Package". These codes contain all the nutritional 
information encoded. In this case, people can benefit the easy access to the information 
through QR code technology. This technology is chosen by Japan as most of the people have 
the camera phone and access to the internet
10
• 
QR codes have made the sale easy for both consumer and the manufacturer. The QR code is 
printed in the catalogue. When the customer scans the QR code on the catalogue, the order 
directions are automatically sent to the wholesaler. This improves the efficiency of ordering 
transaction
3 
The QR code technology improves the quality of a sushi bar. A QR code-reader monitors the 
freshness of sushi by scanning the QR code on the sushi plate for time the particular plate has 
been on the counter. If the time scanned is more than an hour, that particular sushi can be 
disposed of to ensure the freshness of the sushi. 
QR code technology is used for a casino cruiser. The QR code printed on the ticket has the 
passport number, address and name of the passenger. This helps to get the information 
quickly and the passenger does not have to carry any important documents on him except the 
QR code printed ticket throughout the cruise3 • 
Hospitals in Japan, Hong Kong and Singapore have adopted this technology on patient 
wristbands to identify the patient. The encoded information may contain patient's name, 
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The test tubes in blood banks are comprised of a QR code. This QR code carries the 
information of the blood, and these test tubes are inserted into a tester which has a built in QR 
code reader. The system automatically examines the inserted blood group. With the help of 
the technology, a large data can be printed on a limited space, and this contributes to the 
quality of the process" . 
The QR codes are used in fast and convenient bill payments. The QR code printed on the bill 
statement contains a URL that directly links to the webpage where you can pay the bill 
online. This is specifically designed for the mobile phone users. 
QR code can be seen on highway billboards in Japan large enough for the passing motorists 
to scan the barcodes with their camera phones. Hospitals are using these codes in the 
prescriptions to better convey the information to the pharmacist. QR codes are also printed on 
meat and eggs that carries the information about expiration date and the name of the farmer9• 
Nippon Airways have been using the QR codes on the cell phones instead of printed tickets. 
Other countries embracing QR code include Philippines for newspaper advertising and Great 
Britain for conducting tests on various sport articles 12 • The QR code is gaining popularity 
quickly and is applications are numerous. 
1.4 QR CODE V/S TWO-DIMENSIONAL BARCODES 
There are actually different arrays of two-dimensional barcodes: It is essential to be 
introduced to the two-dimensional barcodes before comparing each one of them. First of all, 
many two-dimensional barcodes have common special feature compared to traditional one­
dimensional barcode like high data capacity, error correction capability, ability to be decoded 
from any orientation and edge independence. Every barcode has its own merits and demerits, 
and every barcode has its own morphological structure; it is left for us to make the decision in 
choosing appropriate barcode for a suitable application. Two-dimensional barcodes are a 
durable and inexpensive way to encode considerable amount of information in a relatively 
small area. Most of the two-dimensional barcodes require a two-dimensional imaging device 
such as CCD camera / scanner to scan the barcode. Below is the brief description of the 
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a) Data Capacity: Unlike the traditional one-dimensional barcode, a two-dimensional
barcode can accommodate data horizontally and vertically. They can hold large numbers of 
data ranging from 49 to more than 7000. Data stored in two-dimensional barcode can be 
alphanumeric also . 
b) Error Correction: As linear barcodes are one dimensional, symbol damage to barcode
can be protected only through vertical redundancy. If the error is along the width, linear 
barcode will be looking for error that cannot be detected. This leads to failure of decoding the 
barcode and is time consuming, compared to two-dimensional which has error correction 
capability and sophisticated error correction algorithms. Many two-dimensional barcode have 
the capability to recover information even though 50% of barcode is destroyed 
c) Orientation: Two-dimensional barcode can be read primarily with charge coupled device
(CCD) camera, and these barcodes can be read in any orientation. This is not same with the
one-dimensional barcodes in which reader has to determine the orientation of the symbol. 
Different types of two-dimensional barcodes have different kinds of target area. Maxi code 
has the target area in the centre; Data matrix has a solid border on the perimeter. These target 
areas allows the scanners to determine the angle and size of the symbol. Once this 
determination has been made; any barcode can be decoded successfully. 
d) Edge Independence: For two-dimensional barcodes printing and reading tolerance may
not be given more importance, as these codes does not depend on varying element widths, 
reading of the colour at the centre of each cell, these barcodes can be printed in very small 
size maybe even to microscopic level. This feature helps to accommodate the barcode on any 
particular area . 
1.5 TYPES OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL BARCODES 
The Two-dimensional barcodes are divided into 2 categories, namely stacked codes and 
matrix codes. In stacked codes, characters are organized in multiple rows implementing linear 
pattern. Each row is decoded completely and successfully in a linear path. These scanned 
rows are uniquely identified to make sure that the code is successfully decoded if scanned in 
any order. In matrix codes, data is encoded in an array-based matrix arrangement form with a 
unique target area or perimeter border containing data depending on the particular barcode. 
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can be read by determining the colour at centre of each cell. They can also be considered as 
visual representation of machine-executable electronic binary code. The details about the 
different types of barcode are discussed below 13, 14,15,16 :
1. Super code: Super code is one of the latest stacked two-dimensional barcode
developed by "Metanetics". More than 4000 characteristics can be encoded in a Super
code. The 2 important components of a Super code symbol are the address of the data
and the actual data. This unique feature of the Super code facilitates creation of the
code into different array of shapes. Super code can be seen in many public domains,
but AIM has not yet made this barcode as a standard. The below figure illustrates a
picture of a super code tailor made in different shapes .
Figure 1.12. Supercode13 
2. PDF417: Symbol technologies developed this code in 1990. PDF417 is also referred
as "Portable data file" because of its high capacity to hold more than 1800
alphanumeric characters. PDF4 l 7 can be called mixed code as it has similarities of
both stacked and matrix barcodes. To help the scanner and decoder keep track short
bar heights are implemented, which identifies the particular line being scanned. The
stacked barcode characteristics can be seen in this barcode as it has the feature of
encoding each line using different algorithm. As another barcode, it has both error
detection and error correction capabilities, but one major drawback of this technology
is that the compromise should be made between level of error correction and character
capacity.
I 1111111 
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3. Maxi code: United Parcel Service developed Matrix code; it contains array of
interlocking hexagons that surround a circular pattern in a 1 inch square. The barcode
is specified to be a fixed size. Location and orientation of the code can be identified
by the circular pattern; this circular pattern is also called as bull's eye finder pattern
located in the centre. Two selectable levels of error correction can be encoded in this
code. Maxi code can hold about 92 characters in black, white or grey hexagons.
Figure 1.14. Maxicode
16 
4. Data Matrix: this type of matrix can recognize a checkerboard arrangement of black
and white squares. This type of barcode uses perimeter border to recognize the size,
location and orientation of the symbol. This code can be printed in very small sizes
and can be used for appropriate applications.
g 
Figure 1.15. Data Matrix
16 
5. Code one: Laser Light Systems developed this barcode. It was accepted by ACM in
1996. Code one has a data capacity of 2218 characters. Maxi code varies in size
depending on the amount of data encoded
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6. Aztec Code: This barcode contains black and white square data modules. The target
area for Aztec code is a pattern of concentric square rings in the centre of the symbol.
It is the most flexible code in the line of error correction, as the user can select the
required number of error correction .
Figure 1.17. Aztec Code 
To decode this two-dimensional code in real time is an important aspect to consider. Most of 
these barcode require a human operator. The term real-time means to have a response time 
satisfying the feeling of the operator. Generally, a decoding time of about 500 milliseconds is 
acceptable. 
QR Code is a matrix symbol which has been developed as the one enabling all high capacity 
PDF4 l 7, high density printing of data matrix and high speed reading 9f maxi code based on 
the research made on their characteristics. Two-dimensional symbols generally contain much 
more data amount when compared with linear symbols (approx. 100 times more), and, 
therefore, require much longer data processing time and more complex process. Therefore, 
QR Code has had much consideration for its finder pattern to enable high-speed reading . 
19 
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The table below gives us an idea of capability of QR code compared to the identical 
technology in the market: 
Two-Dimensional Bar QR Code PDF 417 Data Matrix Maxi code 
codes 
Pictorial Representation Ii 111111 e..·•: • , ... -~ . ( ~. . .. -: ?:'. • . 
Developer (country) 
Symbol RVSI Acuity 




Matrix Matrix Type 
Code 
Data Numeric 7,089 2,710 3,116 138 
Capacity Alphanumeric 4,296 1,850 2,355 93 
Binary 2,953 1,018 1,556 
Kanji 1,817 554 778 
Large capacity, 
Main features 
small printout Large Small High speed 
size capacity printout size scan 
High speed scan 







International International International 
ISO 
ISO ISO ISO 
Figure 1.18. Comparison table between Two-Dimensional barcodes1 
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Figure 1.19. Advantages of QR Code3 
The typical steps performed during decoding two-dimensional barcode16: 
1. Regions of Interest detection: First step for any two-dimensional barcode decoding 
is to obtain a gray level image containing the code. This is possible by any CCD 
camera/scanner. This image is a sub image that potentially contains the code. 
2. Code location: The second step would be to locate the code inside the obtained 
image. This step is performed to locate the target. This process is time consuming and 
slower because of the large size of the image. Number and resolution of the codes in 
the image is unknown. The main goal is to find all the required areas that contain the 
symbol. 
3. Code segmentation: The next step is to segment the obtained symbol from the 
previous step and to detect the accurate code boundary; this process extracts the 
boundaries of the code in order to evaluate the gray intensity and co-ordinates of each 
point of the mesh composing the symbol. 
4. Decoding: The final step would be to decode the symbol by classifying the features 
extracted using the syntactic rules of the symbol and translate the obtained 
information in an ANSII string. This step also includes the key feature of a two-
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1.6.1 Introduction to RFID 
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RFID is amongst very few technologies, which is making its mark in a rapid phase. The 
tagging of RFID into the real world has been its major drive. RFID is definitely the future 
technology that is going to take over other technologies. There has been a head-to-head 
competition between RFID and barcode in the supply chain, but wide variety and versatility 
of barcode is implemented in many other applications. RFID has potential to replace barcode 
in supply chain. As RFID technology is relatively new compared to barcodes, there are 
numerous factors acting against RFID like absence of standards, lack of regulatory 
requirement and unknowns about it functionality in diverse conditions. Besides these 
limitations, huge dominating companies like Wal-Mart and Metro are using RFID. RFID is 
also being used in mobile application that has been very successful. RFID chips are been 
enabled in mobile phones which can be used in different applications, one of the applications 
is in airplane by switching off the mobile phones automatically and forcibly. There has been 
other different application where RFID has been effectively used. A highly sophisticated 
model can be built using RFID that allows 2 way communications between CPU and RFID, 
Either RFID can be controlled by the CPU or CPU can control the RFID. 
The basic working of RFID can be compared to that of a license plate numbering scheme and 
many other different coding systems. Tag data acts as a reference to more detailed 
information about the tagged object. The tag code has unique identifiers that link to the 
information stored in the database. Complete required data can be stored on the tag, but it is 
very expensive. RFID can also be considered as a pointer to the internet address in certain 
applications. One of the major applications of RFID in medical field is "Surg chips". Surg 
chip are used to store information such as date, patient's name, site of surgery, procedure to 
be performed and surgeon's name. These chips can hold up to 256 characters. These tags are 
stuck to the patient's skin and can be scanned by handheld reader for information. RFID tags 
are also used in libraries to track the books online17•18• 19• 
1.6.2 Components ofRFID 
The infrastructure comprises a radio transponder and receiver also known as tag and reader. 
The related information is stored in the designated tag and transmitted to a reader over radio 
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frequency connector. The reader, in turn, connects via wired or wireless networks to servers 
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Figure 1.20. Components of RFID Technology 
Tags contain microchip and a transponder. The microchip stores the data related to object and 
the transponder transmits that data to readers. Tags can be programmed either during 
manufacturing or by the end user. Each tag has its own unique identifier code depending on 
the application and memory on the tag. There are 2 types of tags, Active tags and Passive 
tags. Tags are activated when they enter the range of reader's signal. The power is sent to the 
transponder through the reader's antenna activating the required data. Active tags are big in 
size compared to passive tags and can hold more information. Active tags are expensive 
compared to passive tags. Passive tags are mostly used in supply chain application. Passive 
tags contain their own power source and the read range is more compared to the passive tags. 
Tags can also be integrated with sensors. Tags can be printed on paper or plastic and can be 
attached to any objects. 
RF Connection 
Tags transmit data to readers over different radio frequencies. Passive tags transmit 
frequencies through different bands including high frequency, low frequency and ultra-high 
frequency, whereas active tags are high frequency only. Regulatory body of each country, 
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RFID readers are the most expensive component of RFID infrastructure. Mobile handheld 
readers are also available and are being used extensively in supply chain. RFID readers are 
also embedded in cell phones are becoming increasingly common. The main function of the 
reader is to capture the information transmitted by a tag, decode it and deliver it to host 
computer for further processing. All the latest readers use wireless technologies like 
Bluetooth, Wi-Fi or WMax connections to transfer data. 
1.6.3 Comparison of RFID with barcode 
There are different cases where some of the newer optical tagging systems (Barcodes) could 
compete with RFID. This is particularly true for consumer-oriented application involving 
mobile phone readers where performance, cost and ease of use factors overrule RFID. But 
both the technologies have its ups and downs. Choosing a particular technology depends on 
the application. One major difference between barcodes and RFID is the camera phone with 
the consumer that has a built-in barcode scanner. Consumers do not have to invest in a 
dedicated scanning device, the only task for the consumer to tum their phones into scanners 
to download the barcode reader on their camera phones. Even though RFID readers are also 
being embedded in mobile phones, they are relatively new and those phones are expensive. 
Other than giving consumer the ability to read object tags, these barcodes can be created by 
the end user easily. Below are the comparison between the barcodes and RFID considering 
some of the key features 18:
a) Affordability
One of the most appealing features of the barcode is simplicity. The only 2 core components 
to produce a barcode are ink and paper compared to the expensive silicon chips to make 
RFID. Over the years, barcode has become a mature and proven technology, as it is 
affordable to be implemented by any company. Continual improvement in barcode 
technology has made barcodes a cost reduction tool. RFID is relatively a new technology and 
many companies cannot afford RFID technology. RFID is also a complex and expensive 
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For any technology, ease of use is an important feature. Barcode can be printed on almost 
anything offering automation by reducing human interface. RFID can provide the same 
automation but implanting it is expensive. The information collection, processing and 
tracking can be simplified by right infrastructure. This feature is achieved by both barcode 
and RFID. The user interaction is another important aspect to consider and barcode has an 
upper hand compared to RFID in this aspect. Barcodes can be seamlessly introduced in many 
business applications because of its ease of use in areas such as inventory management and 
quality control in comparison to RFID. 
c) Continually evolving
Wide array of business problems and challenges can be solved as barcodes are evolving and 
reinventing it self continually. For instance, until l 990's a barcode reader could read only one 
symbology, so if there were different symbology multiple barcode system had to be used . 
This was expensive and confusing. However, barcode reader available now can identify large 
number of symbology. As RFID is a relatively new technology, the comfort level in using 
this technology might be low. 
d) Reliability and Accuracy
Both Barcodes and RFID are accurate and reliable compared to manual data collection. 
Environmental constraints can be the only reason for both the technologies concerning poor 
reading rates. 
e) Efficiency:
It's a proven fact that a large amount of money can be saved by using barcode technology 
with the right infrastructure. As labour plays a major role in efficiency, barcode technology is 
liable and efficiency may vary. 
On the other hand, implementing RFID technology helps in labour reduction and fewer errors 
but again introducing this technology might be expensive compared to barcode technology 
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As these two technologies are used in various applications, establishing standards is very 
important and is a requirement for regulations. Barcodes are globally accepted due to its high 
rate of standardization, whereas RFID is a budding technology and lacks in standardization . 
g) Matured Technology
As barcodes have been in the market for so many years, it is definitely matured technology 
compared to RFID. Barcodes have been used everywhere and all its flaws have been 
modified and it is a trusted technology. RFID has the potential to overcome barcode 
technology, but RFTD has to establish itself and has to stay in the market for quite some time. 
Advantages of Barcodes Advantages of RFID 
Affordability Non line-of-site scanning 
Easy to use Simultaneous automatic reading 
Mature and proven technology Labor reduction 
Continually evolving Reliable and accurate 
Established quality standards Enhanced security 
Inventory tracking Robust and durable 
Reliable and accurate Improved inventory m�nagement
Disadvantages of Barcodes Disadvantages of RFID 
Optical line-of-sight scanning Cost of tags 
Labor intensive Lack of training 
Prone to human errors Limited knowledge 
Susceptible to environmental damage Immature technology 
Lack of ratified standards 
Concern on return of investment 
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1.7 QR CODE GENERATING SOFTWARES AND READERS 
QR codes needs 2 different software to create a QR code and to decode the same. There are 
many companies that develop these software's. Usually the companies that develop QR code 
generating software also develop the QR code reader, which can be installed in a QR code 
scanner or a CCD device. All the software is not compatible with each other. This technology 
works better if the barcode is created and decoded by the software created by the same 
company. The QR codes can be generated by anybody; no license is required to generate and 
use a QR code in a particular application. Some software should be downloaded first to a 
computer and transferred to a mobile phone or a scanner through Bluetooth or USB cable. 
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Kaywa reader gives the user 3 options to customize QR code. The first option indicates the 
type of content that will be encoded into a QR code. The selections include URL, text, phone 
number and SMS. The second option allows the user to enter the content depending on the 
selection of the first option. The figure shows the example of an URL. In the second option, 
the required URL may be entered. The third option lets the user to select the size of the QR 
code. 
1.8 QR CODE PHONES AND SCANNERS 
There are 2 types of devices which have the capability to decode a QR code which 
includes two-dimensional scanners (QR code scanners) and mobile phones. Two­
dimensional Scanners are dedicated to scan and decode the QR code. Mobile phones can 
also be turned into QR code scanners by installing the software separately. Some mobile 
phones have built-in QR code scanners. Two-dimensional scanners have the built-in 
software which can scan and decode. The software should be downloaded to the mobile 
phones to convert them into a QR code scanner depending on the phone. However most 
of the phones have built-in QR code scanning software. The figure below shows the 
picture of a handheld scanner and a mobile phone which can be converted into a QR code 
reader. The mobile phones can use any programming software such as Java, Windows or 
Mac, as all are compatible with QR code software. Selecting appropriate software for the 
program would be key in compatibility and working of the technology. 
J 
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The handheld two-dimensional scanners are more sophisticated compared to the phone as 
they have special features such as: 
• Capability of scanning clipped and defective part of a QR code
• Capability of scanning wide range of barcodes
• Capability of scanning extra small barcodes
• Point scanning mode to scan a particular barcode in presence of several barcodes on
the same page
• Linked QR code batch scanning mode to scan multiple barcodes at the same time and
decode the data separately.
1.9 LIMITATIONS OF IMPLEMENTING QR CODE TECHNOLOGY 
Any technology has its advantage and disadvantage, and there are many advantages with the 
QR code technology. This technology has great potential which has to be utilized in all 
possible ways. However there are some limitations of QR code Technology that addressed 
below: 
• Even though the QR code technologies have the background of one dimensional
barcodes, QR codes are in its early stages as it is a new upcoming technology and are
not as familiar as traditional barcodes.
• QR code technology uses all latest equipments and technologies such as internet, QR
code readers and software that might not be available to everyone. This technology
has to rely on manuals in regards to marketing and letting people know about the new
technology.
• There are different software and readers available in the market to the users which
might vary in generating, scanning and decoding the QR code. If QR code is created
in particular software that is not compatible with the reader, then this technology may
not serve its purpose. More standardization has to be maintained, and consistency in
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• The quality of the printed QR code has to be determined as in dpi to designate it to a
particular scanner. This information is necessary for users to download the
appropriate reader which works with the QR code technology.
• Hospitals have to make an initial investment in the scanners where the wireless
internet is not available for mobile phones.
• If the phones are used as the scanners, then getting signals at different location is a
concern. The emerging 3G technology on most phones could eliminate this problem.
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CHAPTER 2. INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL DEVICE 
PACKAGE 
2.1 COMPONENTS OF MEDICAL DEVICE PACKAGE AND ITS 
EFFECTS 
2.1.1 Device 
Medical devices are the most important part of the package. Device determines the other 
components like labelling, type of the package to be used and the IFU. There are many kinds 
of medical devices categorized by FDA in different ways depending on their functionality 
and criticality. Devices may include class I, II, and III devices, but are not limited to medical 
devices. Pharmaceutical products and standard OTC (Over the counter) products are also 
categorized as class I, II and Ill. 
2.1.2 Tyvek Pouch / Tray 
"Packaging is a service function that cannot exist by itself; it needs a product. If there is no 
product, there is no need of package". Medical device package is as important as medical 
device. It has to protect the device and the device should reach the consumer as intended. The 
role of medical device package is more important, when compared to.any other package. It 
has to protect the device and also maintain product integrity before it reaches the consumer. 
There are different types of materials used to fabricate a medical device package. The 
selection of these materials depends on the type of the device, type of sterilization used, shelf 
life, gas/moisture barriers and cost. 
Medical Devices are a unique field due to extensive requirement of sterilization for patient 
safety. The majority of surgically implemented devices require sterilization of the 
package/product system. Medical device package should also comprise features such as easy 
opening like any other package. The three main sterilization processes followed in medical 
device industry are Eto, Gamma and E-beam sterilization methods. Most commonly used 
sterilization method is the Eto sterilization due to its availability, efficiency and long-term 
existence in the industry. Usually medical device packages are sterilized twice to meet the 
FDA standards and to meet the requirement of worst-case scenario. A medical device 
package should have the capability of sustaining the sterilization process and to maintain the 
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package integrity. As sterilization gas has to pass through the package, it should be breathable 
and for this purpose most of the packages use Tyvek. Tyvek is a popular material because it 
is porous and allows ethylene oxide gas to permeate the package and sterilize the product. 
The Tyvek material maintains the sterile field while offering the unique quality of being 
permeable. Tyvek is fabricated either with Mylar or with a rigid tray. The other forms of 
medical device package are PE trays, metallised pouches etc. Pouches usually contain a 
unique formulation of coatings to improve barrier properties. Trays are often used in Class II 
and Ill devices or where the fragility of the product is of the utmost importance. 
The most important factor here to consider in regards to this thesis is the presence of JFU in­
between the Tyvek and the medical device. This leads to inefficient sterilization process, by 
not allowing the free flow of the sterilization gas and reducing the efficiency of any 
sterilization method. This blockage might also lead to increased time consumption in 
sterilization process for each medical device. This problem can be overcome by 
implementing the QR code technology. 
2.1.3 Labelling in Medical Device Package 
Labelling holds all the important information such as medical device lot number, part 
number, product name, barcode and colour-changing sterilization patch which helps to 
determine if the medical device has been through sterilization or not. Labels are normally 
placed behind the package on the Tyvek side or in the front on the Mylar side. If the package 
comprises a secondary package such as paperboard carton then the label is placed both on the 
carton and on the primary package. 
2.1.4 Climatic Conditioning and Accelerated Aging 
Climatic conditioning is a process to provide controlled exposure to conditions that a package 
may experience during distribution. Accelerated aging simulates the real-time aging to 
determine the product shelf-life in a short period of time. Accelerated aging of materials 
refers to accelerated variations of their property over time, the property of interest being those 
related to safety and function of the material or sterile barrier system. The process of 
Accelerated aging deteriorates the package and hence makes the test units worst case. 
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The major damages that can compromise medical package sterility are pinhole, seal creeps, 
channels, crack, delamination, fibre tear, under seal and any physical damage that could 
threaten the sterility. Most of these damages are caused during the transit or due to the 
environment. 
Pinholes are the tiny holes on the Tyvek pouch or mylar sheet that can be caused by an IFU, 
tray inserted in the medical device package holding the device, device components, crushing 
of the secondary package and crushing of the shipper that contains the device. Some pinholes 
are not visible to the naked eyes; a special microscope and appropriate illuminate has to be 
used during the inspection stage to notice the pinhole. 
Seal creeps are the separation of the seals from the inside of a device package due to pushing 
of an IFU and/or device tray and/or device itself and its components from the inside against 
the seal. The severity of seal creeps affects the sterility. A device package can have a seal 
creep to certain extent. 
Channels are the thin line of seal separation caused throughout the seal. A channel in the 
device package definitely compromises sterility. It is caused due to a thin foreign material 
present during the sealing process. Sometimes channels can be caused by device and its 
components. 
A crack is damage caused to the tray during transit. A small crack would not compromise the 
sterility of the package. The severity of the crack determines the damage to the sterility. 
Delamination is the separation of the poly material, which is laminated together. This is 
caused by temperature and humidity depending on environment. The delamination usually 
does not occur, as appropriate materials are used and assessed during the package design but 
still it can be a potential issue. 
Fibre tear is the separation of the Tyvek strands due to inappropriate sealing parameters and 
can be caused due to condition in the environment. Easy and clean opening should be an 
important aspect in a medical device package. Fibre tear is considered the ultimate failure of 
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Under sealing is when heat seal is made and the seal may not have adequate strength, this is 
due to incorrect process parameters during sealing. An under seal is a huge sterility concern. 
2.1.6 IFU's, Nurse's guide, Patient guide/ Card 
It is important to know some of the crucial components of a medical device Package such as 
IFU, nurse's guide and patient card. IFU's are legal documents that convey the necessary 
surgical and implementation requirements to doctors, surgeons, practitioners and nurse's. 
Nurse's guide is the document that comprises the information pertaining only to nurses 
during the procedure. Patient card are the cards, which holds the key information about the 
patient, and the device that will be potentially used for the patient. 
IFU is a booklet which varies in size depending on the type/size of the device, countries in 
which the particular device/product will be released and various other aspects. IFU contains 
all the information including directions for use, assembly information of the 
device/component and all othe information pertaining to the device. IFU has to be present in 
all medical device packages with the components and is required to contain particular 
information according to FDA. With IFU's other important cards and guides can be present 
such as patient card, user manual, Nurse's guide, chart stickers etc. 
As the IFU is a necessity component in a Medical device package, the Medical device 
package has to implement the IFU even though there are some potential problems caused by 
the IFU. As there are no other means of conveying the information medical device has to 
deal with IFU and get accustomed to the IFU. 
Implementing a new technology in a medical device industry can be time consuming and 
complicated. Sometime it is necessary for certain new technology to be implemented by 
meeting these challenges. There are many aspects to be considered when a barcode is inserted 
on a medical device package. This comes under labelling which is also equally important. 
2.1. 7 Labelling 
The FDA considers labelling one of the key aspects in a medical device package. The 
components which come under labelling are equipment labels, control labels, package labels, 
Information for use (IFU) / Directions for use (DFU), maintenance guide, Patient guide, 
Nurse's guide, wall charts, patient card and product specification sheet. The important 
aspects expected by FDA or quality system (QS) regulations in any company are Label 
integrity, Label inspection, Labelling storage, Labelling operation and control number. 
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Label integrity implies for all the medical devices that demands the appropriate and required 
information printed legibly and adhered to the medical device package. The label also has to 
be affixed during customary conditions like processing, storage, environmental change and 
distribution. All the medical device labels must be inspected during testing by a qualified 
individual before the product is released into the market. The labels wiil be inspected for 
typical information such as expiration date, control number, storage instruction and process 
instruction. All the inspections have to be documented in a designated design history file. The 
mix-ups should be prevented in labelling by following proper storing methods. The control
numbers should be generated for the required devices through distribution. FDA considers it 
device adulteration, if no requirements are met. Some important aspects that have to be 
considered in medical device labelling are stated below20• 
• Special attention should be given to the labelling of the sterile devices. If there is any 
specific component that has to be sterilized, it should be addressed appropriately in 
the label. 
• The labelling should provide adequate information on suitable process if the device
had to be sterilized by user before use.
• If the device is intended to be a single use device, label should warn the users
against re-sterilizing and reuse.
• The clarity must be indicated properly on the label if a particular kit comprises both
sterile and non-sterile products.
• The instructions on how to open a sterile package to avoid contamination of the
device should be indicated in the label.
• If the device is modified, manufacturer should make sure that the change is reflected
in the label.
• The shelf life dating and other information like batch number and part number
completely depends on efficient labelling design.
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As two-dimensional barcodes are not used on any medical device packages the FDA does not 
have any regulations for the two-dimensional barcodes. The regulations that exist for 
conventional barcode may be identical when QR codes are implemented on a medical device 
package. The one-dimensional barcode used in the medical device package is used only for 
tracking and identification purpose but the QR code carries the link for electronic IFU and 
more information. Some of the regulations that have to be followed by medical device 
companies regarding barcode are discussed below. 
• The finished barcode should have both machine-readable data (i.e. the data
contained in the bars and spaces of the barcode) and human readable interpretation
(barcode data printed as alpha-numeric character below the barcode).
• The primary barcode has to contain the data identifying the catalogue number and
UPN
• The minimum bar height should be the 15% of symbol length. Minimum quiet zone
must be greater than 10 times the x dimension. The human readable font size should
be 6 points and it has to be 0.03 inches apart from the barcode.
• Most of the package comprises of secondary barcode that also has different set of
standards and hold information such as lot number, expiration date and quantity.
• The barcode-creating software should be approved by the regulatory department in
the company or should meet FDA standards.
• The print quality should also be tested on test samples before the barcode is released
for a particular product.
• The barcode can also be printed in a stepladder orientation in comparison with the
usual picket fence orientation, but the parameter varies when the orientation of the
barcode changes.
If QR code to be implemented in a medical device package, it might have similar regulation 
to follow. The above regulations give a good idea about what kind of regulations can be 
expected for implementation of QR code and also acceptable modifications to be made by the 
FDA. 
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CHAPTER 3. OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The focus of this thesis will be on investigation of QR code technology and feasibility of this 
technology being implanted in Medical device industry. A case study will be conducted for a 
particular medical device to assess the feasibility and cost saving if this technology have to be 
implemented. 
3.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
As many of the devices are global in nature, IFUs present in the package must be printed in 
different languages to meet the standards set by FDA and other regulatory bodies. However, 
the size of the booklet may be excessive and not compatible with the package. Same problem 
may persist with the patient guide and nurse's guide. The Patient card also should hold a lot 
of information that could be a huge problem in accommodating all the required information 
on a single card; the required information may not be easily accessible to the patient. Below 
are some of the potential damages caused to the Medical device package by inserting an IFU 
in the package. 
• The process of climatic conditioning and accelerated aging might cause dampening to
the IFU, which in turn might cause smudging and the important information might be
hard to read.
• Sharp edges of the JFU could compromise the sterility of a medical device package by
causing pinholes and barrier breaches on the Tyvek pouch or/and Mylar. This is a
commonly observed problem in the medical device industry, which leads to design
change of the package and consumes time indirectly increasing the cost of the
Medical device package testing.
• The JFU of a particular Medical device depends on the countries where it will be
released and the content of information. As the number of countries increases, the
number of pages will also increase, hence IFU should fit all the languages in a single
booklet. Most of the Medical devices are released worldwide. The weight and size of
the IFU matters to a certain extent as it could affect the functionality and design of the
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package. A Medical device package might be perfectly designed for the device, but 
when the IFU is included, the efficiency of the package might be affected. The weight 
might cause seal creep exceeding more than Yi'' of the seal which is considered to be a 
sterility issue in a medical device package. And If the IFU is not accommodated 
appropriately in a medical device package, it might push against the seal and again 
cause seal creep. 
• The Medical Device packages that contain a secondary package such as carton can
accommodate more than one device in single carton. Sometimes 5-30 devices are
accommodated in a single carton. The key issue to be considered here is that only one
IFU is inserted into the carton due to the space issue and to reduce the cost of the
package. However only one IFU might not be sufficient and there is always a risk of
losing the only IFU for 5-30 devices.
• In most of the IFUs stapler pin is used to hold all the sheets together. As the device
package is exposed to sterilization, climatic conditioning and accelerated aging, the
chances of causing rust in the stapler pin is high. Rust can contaminate the device and
compromise sterility, and most of the medical device packages carrying IFU with
stapler pin are at risk.
• Device package depends on the size and shape of the device. If the device is small,
the package has to be designed to its requirement. This compresses' all the
components of the medical device package including IFU therefore, all the
information may not be included. To accommodate all the information the font size of
the characters in the IFU has to be reduced which might lead to difficulty of reading.
• Inspecting medical device IFU during package testing is very important as the IFU is
a liability to the medical device package. Inspection consumes a considerable amount
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The focus of the study is to do an investigation on QR Code compared to other similar 
technology existing in the market and to determine the applicability of QR code in medical 
device packaging. 
The first step towards this thesis is to introduce the QR code technology to the medical device 
industry. This technology has to be examined closely before implementing this in the medical 
device Industry. 
The focus of this thesis is to determine if the QR code technology is feasible to be used for 
medical device package and to overcome the challenges to make this technology workable. 
Secondly, cut down cost by eliminating the IFU and hence eliminating the potential problems 
caused by IFU and other literature pieces. 
Finally, to create a prototype of a Medical device package with QR code that simulates and 
ensures the possibility of the technology. This technology is intended to provide easy access 
to the information for the users. 
Pilot Study will be conducted which demonstrates the steps that are necessary to implement 
this technology in medical device packages and the benefits that
; 
can be achieved by 
implementing this technology. Heart of this thesis is to take advantage of this technology in 
enhancing patient health care and safety. 
3.4 METHODOLOGY 
There are 3 different stages in the methodology to accomplish the ultimate purpose of the 
thesis. All the different stages will contribute to the final expected result. 
First stage would be to demonstrate how this technology works if implemented with a 
medical device package. This step involves brief introduction about the technology by 
assessing the overall QR code technology. 
Second stage is to create a Procedure to determine the steps involved in implementing QR 
code technology and to assess the feasibility of this technology in Medical Device package. 
The Third and the final stage is to perform a case study on a particular device to assess the 
costing for the literature pieces by determining the number of pages and the money that could 
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be saved by implementing this technology. This includes creating a prototype to demonstrate 
and prove if the QR code technology can be implemented in a medical device package. To 
fabricate the prototype, particular medical device will be chosen to demonstrate the QR code 
technology. The necessary information will be collected to create a webpage with all required 
information regarding the particular device. This web page will be created with Dream weaver 
software. The URL of the created webpage will be encoded into a QR code by using the most 
efficient QR code generator. The created QR code is printed on the package or/and the patient 
card. A QR code reader is downloaded on an iPhone that is equipped with a camera. iPhone 
works as both scanner and decoder that decodes the QR code and opens the webpage. iPhone 
will also be accessible to the internet. A cost comparison study will be done between the QR 
code implemented package and the package which is been used currently. 
3.5 DELIVERABLES 
• Summary of QR code Technology
• Pilot study to implement the QR code technology
• Case study between the package used currently and QR code implemented package
3.6 IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESEARCH WITHIN THE INDUSTRY 
If this technology has to be implemented, patients would have better access to information 
regarding a particular device. In addition, device manufacturers could benefit from reduced 
packaging cost, lower inventory cost and improved communication to end users. 
Furthermore, benefits will be realized in the form of cost and safety by eliminating the 
potential adverse effect of labelling materials on device sterile barrier. This Thesis will also 
be a reference for the individuals who might plan to implement this technology in Medical 
device industry. 
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CHAPTER 4. DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OF QR CODE 
TECHNOLOGY 
4.1 APPROACH 
As QR code technology is relatively new technology, this technology has to be introduced to 
fulfil the requirement of the thesis and to accomplish the motivation of the thesis. The first 
step would be to highlight the key aspects like the ability of mobile technology in scanning 
and decoding the barcode, the capacity of QR code to hold alphanumeric characters, easily 
downloadable software and fabricating all these technologies and implementing it in the 
medical device industry. It is important to recognize the advantages of QR code versus the 
other potential and existing technologies that can be used on Medical device package to 
accomplish this purpose. The below matrix addresses three potential solutions and their 
capabilities, the matrix also lists the specification of each technology that might be an 
advantage or disadvantage to the medical device package. The matrix also helps to assess the 
best technology suitable for medical device Package. 
Ease of 
Influence on 
Accessibility Cost of Initial Inspection 
Sterilization Package 
to Inventory Investment Time 
information 
design 
Hardcopy IFU No Not efficient Yes No Yes Yes 
Yes Most Efficient No Initial No No 
QR Code investment on 
equipment cost 
Yes Potential Yes Infrastructure Yes No 
RFID damage to the Change - Very 
technology costly 
Yes Potential Yes Infrastructure Yes No 
Nanotechnology 
damage to the Change - Very 
Sensor 
technology costly 
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The three potential technologies are compared with the existing hardcopy IFU in the matrix. 
The matrix is categorized into six divisions that assess the capability of each technology. 
1. Ease of Accessibility to the information - Information is key for medical device
package as it is a necessity and mandatory for a medical device. Ease of accessibility
to information is an important feature for any technology that will be fabricated with
medical device. Accessibility to information in hardcopy IFU is not as easy as other
technology such as QR code technology, RFID and Nanotechnology sensors. QR
code provides easy access by linking to the information through the internet.
Nanotechnology and RFID has the information stored. With appropriate retrieving
devices, easy access to the information can be achieved.
2. Sterilization - Sterilization is an important process that had to be carried out on most
of the medical devices. The information technology used in the medical device should
be compatible and support the process of sterilization. The hardcopy IFU does not
allow the sterilization process to be effective as intended and reduces the efficiency of
the process. Nanotechnology sensors and RFJD can be potentially damaged from
sterilization process. QR code is most suitable technology that can be implemented to
make the sterilization process more efficient and effective.
3. Cost of inventory - The total cost for the information technology is a big investment
as the hardcopy IFU are not recyclable as it may contain potential bacteria and blood.
Nanotechnology sensors and RFID are the technology that cannot be retrieved after
usage. Cost spent to fabricate these two technologies is also more, whereas QR code
technology is the least expensive as just the barcode will be printed on the label that
does not affect the cost.
4. Initial Investment - There are many issues to address when changing the complete
infrastructure of an existing technology. As hardcopy IFU is already in use, no
implementation costs apply here. Nanotechnology sensors and RFID has to have a
complete infrastructure change that would make the information technology efficient
but expensive. QR code technology needs a much smaller investment to implement
compared to other technologies as one time investment has to be made on the
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5. Influence on the package design - As discussed previously hardcopy IFU has a
significant effect on medical device package and the potential problems caused by the
IFU forces change in the package design. Nanotechnology sensor and RFID does not
affect the package design but expensive to implement. QR code is the most suitable
technology as it does not affect the functionality of medical device package.
6. Inspection Time - During package testing every hardcopy IFU should be inspected
for damages or defects. The inspection time and the potential defects can be
eliminated using the other three upcoming technologies .
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4.2 IMPLEMENTING QR CODE IN MEDICAL DEVICE PACKAGE 
Analysis of the Matrix 
1• 
Designing and Creating the 
LFU 
1, 
I Creating the Webpage I 
Hosting the webpage and 
, 
Converting the URL into 
QR code with QR code 
• 
Printing the QR code on the 
Medical Device Package 
1, 
Downloading the QR reader 
Software to the Mobile 
Taking the picture of the QR 
code from the Mobile Phone 
using the QR code reader 
The software decodes the QR code and links to 
the website through browser on the phone 
Figure 4.2. Flowchart showing working of QR code Technology 
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Layout design is an important part in creating any web page. This layout design is created 
considering the IFU template and all the information required by FDA. The layout for the 
thesis is a mock device IFU with a dummy product and company name. This is created to 
simulate the IFU if created by a real company. All the required parameters were considered, 
and all the facts were considered to create the IFU. The IFU contents were first created in 
Microsoft Word with all the required contents for an IFU. The logo and layout was designed 
in Adobe CorelDraw CS. Then the text and layout were embedded together again in 
CorelDraw. The IFU was created in English, and it was translated into 6 other languages 
namely French, Dutch, Spanish, Italian, Chinese and Japanese. The total pages of the IFU 
were 51; each page was converted into JPEG format to make it compatible to link and create 
a webpage in Dreamweaver software. The dummy product selected here was Implantable 
port, the same device used for case study in the thesis. Most of the information that has to be 
present in the implantable port IFU was included in the mock IFU. 
4.2.2 Dreamweaver Software 
The web page for the thesis was designed in Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 software. 
Dreamweaver is a tool that can create versatile and powerful web pages and web sites. This 
software was chosen for this thesis, as it is the most commonly used software to create a 
webpage. 
First, a template was created using the tool bar and command prompt to create the basic 
webpage. The logo and the borders, which are common on all the web pages, were embedded 
in the template using the tools from Dreamweaver. All the 51 pages, which were created in 
Word and CorelDraw CS, were converted into JPEG file. Each page converted separately to 
JPEG. It is easy to link pages and navigate in Dreamweaver software if all pages are created 
separately in JPEG instead of converting the complete file into JPEG. Each page is 
considered as an Image in the Dreamweaver software. With the created template, each image 
was created into separate web page before linking with appropriate page name and page 
numbers. Then the pages were linked with each other using in the Dreamweaver software 
tool bar. This procedure was followed to achieve ease of accessibility to the information in the 
webpage. For instance, if the Chinese language is chosen on the webpage, it has to link to the 
appropriate language. All the created web pages were stored in ".html" format, as this format 
is compatible in creating web pages for mini projects. 
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A server was purchased which can hold all the information. All the created data, which was 
converted into a webpage with the required images, are uploaded to the server. An URL was 
created which holds all the data and the web page is published. All the hosting procedures 
were carried out in Filezila software. The URL obtained for the dummy IFU was 
"www.adclump.com/webpage/index.htm ". This URL was encoded into a QR code using the 
QR code generator. 
4.2.4 Creating the QR Code on a Package 
The QR code for the project was created on Kawya software. There are three options to 
customize the QR code. In the first step the URL option was selected in the first column that 
indicates content type. The URL obtained from hosting the webpage was copied onto the 
second column where it indicates content. The third column indicates the size of the QR code 
to be generated. The dropdown option for this column are small(S), medium (M), large (L) 
and extra large (XL). After all three columns are filled with appropriate options the generate 
button is clicked to generate the QR code. The generated QR code can be copy pasted and 
edited electronically to fit the package size. The QR code was created in all 4 different sizes, 
then the Nero Reader was used on all the 4 created QR code. The Nero Reader could 
recognize only 2 sizes, L and XL, so L QR code was selected to be printed on the prototype 
package. Nero Reader software will be downloaded on the !phone. Nero Reader decodes the 
URL which is encoded in the QR code and links to the webpage which carries the 
information about the IFU. 
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4.2.5 Development Procedure to create the QR code on a Medical Device Package 
Step 1: Collecting the required information for the IFU. 
Step 2: Constructing the text matter into a required format in English with Microsoft word. 
Step 3: Translating the English language to required number of languages. Usually the 
number of languages range from 6 to 9, however 7 languages are chosen for the study. 
Step 4: Creating and collecting required diagrams and pictures that will correlate with the 
appropriate text in the IFU. The required pictures are created in CorelDraw software. 
Step 5: Creating layout design with designing software such as CorelDraw. 
Step 6: Importing the 7 languages text matter from Microsoft word to CorelDraw software 
and aligning it in the text section created in the CorelDraw software. 
Step 7: Importing and placing the created and collected images in the designated area on the 
Corel draw layout. A fifty-one page IFU should be created with all the translated languages 
and pictures. 
Step 8: Converting each page of the IFU into JPEG format. Since these pages are published 
on website, each page has to be converted into JPEG format to make it compatible for 
webpage designing software. 
Step 9: Using the webpage designing software (Dreamweaver) converting the created 
document into a webpage that will be published on the website. 
Step 10: Creating a code on the Dreamweaver software to which the JPEG image of a 
particular page can be linked 
Step 11: Linking and saving each page with created code and saving the page as a webpage, 
that is in "html" format. These web pages are in a format that is publishable on the website. 
This procedure is followed for all pages and the created 51 web pages are stored separately in 
a folder. 
Step 12: The code of each webpage can be edited by opening the particular code in Notepad. 
Step 13: Editing and linking all the webpage codes to each other in an order from page 
numbers starting from 1 to 50 with "Next" key word. 
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Step 14: Setting the Index page as the cover page which consists of page number of all 7 
languages, after all the linking is done. 
Step 15: Editing the Index page with Dreamweaver to link the language to the appropriate 
pages. English text should be linked to the first page of English language; French page should 
be linked to the first page of French language and so on and the edited code should be saved. 
Step 16: Creating a new folder that holds all the JPEG images of 51 pages and all the created 
webpage of 51 pages. 
Step 17: The created folder containing all the files is ready to be hosted on a website by using 
Filezilla software. 
Step 18: Copying the webpage folder on to the server that already exists in the Filezilla 
software and creating a separate folder on the Filezilla server. 
Step 19: Designating the webpage folder to generate the URL. 
Step 20: The URL generated by Filezilla will link to the IFU 
Step 21: Converting the URL into a QR code that will be printed on a medical device 
package using Kawya software. QR code can be generated online from Kawya website. 
Step 22: The QR code generator has three options to customize the QR code. In option 1, 
Content type URL is selected, in option 2, URL link is typed and in the option 3 the required 
size of the QR code is selected. 
Step 23: Entering all the options, generate button is clicked to generate the QR code 
Step 24: The generated QR code can be saved in any required electronic format and editing 
can be performed if required. 
Step 25: Printing the generated QR code on the Medical device package. 
Step 26: Two Dimensional scanners or mobile phone equipped with QR code software is 
used for scanning and decoding. After the successful decoding, the software should link to 
the web link that was encoded in the QR code through Kawya software. 
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4.3 BENEFITS OF IMPLEMENTING QR CODES IN MEDICAL 
DEVICE PACKAGE 
• IFU and other Literature pieces can be eliminated which is a potential threat to the
medical device sterility.
• Implementing QR codes also reduces the print cost and material cost of IFU which in
tum reduces the manufacturing cost and hence reduces the total cost of the device.
• All users will have easy and fast access to the information.
• The same sterilization process currently used on the medical devices unit becomes
more efficient.
• QR code technology enhances the functionality of the medical device package.
• The inspection for IFU during Medical device package testing can be eliminated.
4.4 FEASIBILITY OF QR CODE TECHNOLOGY IN MEDICAL 
DEVICE PACKAGE 
4.4.1 Device Classification 
There are 3 main classifications of medical devices recognized by FDA: Class I, Class II and 
Class III. The classifications are assigned by the risk that the medical device presents to the 
patient and the level of regulatory control the FDA determines. FD A's approval is required to 
legally market the device. As the level of classification increases, the risk to the patient and 
FDA regulatory control increases. Accessories of the medical devices are also classified 
based on these classes. 
The FDA has established classifications for approximately 1,700 different generic types of 
devices and grouped them into 16 medical specialties referred to as panels. Each of these 
generic types of devices is assigned to one of three regulatory classes based on the level of 
control necessary to assure the safety and effectiveness of the device. 
The FDA classification of medical devices is based upon classifications for devices currently 
legally marketed in the United States. The FDA determines the device classification by the 
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devices are compared to legally market medical device classifications with the same intended 
use and technological characteristics to determine the device classification. 
Class I medical devices have the least amount of regulatory control. Class I devices present 
minimal potential harm to the user. Class I devices are typically simple in design, 
manufacture and have a history of safe use. Examples of Class I devices include tongue 
depressors, arm slings, and hand-held surgical instruments. Most Class I devices are exempt 
from the pre-market notification and may be exempt from compliance with the good 
manufacturing practices regulation. 
Class II medical devices are devices where general controls is not sufficient to assure safety 
and effectiveness, existing methods/standards/guidance documents are available to provide 
assurances of safety and effectiveness. In addition to compliance with general controls, Class 
II devices are required to comply with Special Controls. Special Controls include: 
• Special labeling requirements
• Mandatory performance standards; both International and United States
• Post market surveillance
• FDA medical device specific guidance
Class II devices typically require pre-market notification by submission and FDA review of a 
regulatory form namely 51 O(k) clearance to market submission. A few Class II devices are 
exempt from the pre-market notification. Examples of Class II devices include physiologic 
monitors, x-ray systems, gas analyzers, pumps, and surgical drapes. 
Class III medical devices have the most stringent regulatory controls. For Class III medical 
devices, sufficient information is not available to assure safety and effectiveness through the 
application of General Controls and Special Controls. Class III devices usually support or 
sustain human life, are of substantial importance in preventing impairment of human health, 
or present a potential unreasonable risk of illness or injury to the patient. Typically a Pre­
Market Approval (PMA) submission to the FDA is required to allow marketing of a Class III 
medical device. A few Class III medical devices are required to only have a 51 O(k) cleared by 
the FDA to be marketed. Examples of Class III devices that require a PMA are: replacement 
heart valves, silicone gel-filled breast implants, and implanted cerebella stimulators. 
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Device panel categorized by FDA 
• Anaesthesiology
• Cardiovascular
• Clinical Chemistry and Clinical Toxicology
• Dental
• Ear, Nose, and Throat
• Gastroenterology and Urology
• General and Plastic Surgery
• General Hospital and Personal Use
• Haematology and Pathology
• Immunology and Microbiology
• Neurology
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The functionality and the nature of the device are important to recognize in determining the 
feasibility of QR code technology for a particular device. Each panel of devices are analysed 
and categorized to determine the implementation of QR code technology. It is important to 
know the functionality of the device to determine if QR code technology is suitable for the 
particular device. 
All the diagnostic devices are only used when necessary, so the number of days does not 
appear for devices that fall under this category. Most of the diagnostic devices are used in 
hospitals. Some devices are in two or more category for instance a device can be used in both 
diagnostic and therapeutic process but will be categorized in any one of the group. 
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By knowing the functionality, it can also be determined that how critical the device is when 
the technology is implied. The Information encoded in the QR code of the device can be 
stored in the phone after it has been scanned and can be retrieved whenever necessary. All the 
similar devices are listed in the particular table. One device per each category is picked 
randomly for analysis purpose as all the devices in the particular category is expected to show 
same result. 
Figure 4.3 shows the table which will be used to assess the devices from each panel. The 
column has the name of the device for identification. Second column indicates the number of 
days the device will be used. The importance of QR code Technology increases if the number 
of days is more so it is important to know the number of days the device will be used on a 
patient or implanted in the patient's body. The third column indicates the benefits of using the 
technology and whom it will benefit. The fourth column indicates the criticality of 
information for the particular device. The rating based on scale from 1-3, where 1 being the 
least critical and 3 being the most critical. Potential user column lets you know the users who 
will be handling and involved with the device. It is critical to know the user before designing 
the QR code on the page. This helps to enhance the quality of information suitable for the 
user. The seventh column feasibility determines if the QR code is suitable for particular 
device. It is determined by assessing the device from feasible, moderately feasible and not 
feasible categories. The device, which has the literature pieces that i'lre less than 10 pages, is 
not feasible for implementing QR code technology, so the last column indicates the number 
of pages in an IFU for a particular device. 
Name of the Number of Benefit of Criticality of Potential Feasibility Number of 
Device Days used the Information Users Pages 
Technology 
Figure 4.3. QR code Implementation analysis table 
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Figure 4.4. Flowchart showing Categories of Medical Device 
Accessory 
Devices 
The devices are categorized into four categories depending on the QR code technology 
to be implemented. "QR code implementation analysis table" (see fig. 4.3) is applied on 
one device from each category to assess the feasibility of QR code technology in a 
particular category. 
1. Devices used when necessary: Most of these devices may not need
sterilization. This can be further broken down into four more categories,
namely, Diagnostic device, Operational Devices, Therapy devices and
Monitoring devices. Examples- Stethoscope, Diagnostic Spirometer.
2. Short Term Devices: These devices are used and disposed probably on the
same day or less than 30 days. Example- Syringes.
3. Implantable Devices: Implantable devices are the devices that are
implantable in the body and stay in the body for 1 month to more than 6
months. Example- Pacemakers, Implantable ports.
4. Accessory Devices: These devices support the main devices and devices that
are used for patients comfort and safety. Example- Automatic adjustable bed,
Neurological surgery headrest.
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Diagnostic 
Devices 
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Monitoring 
Devices 
Figure 4.5. Flowchart showing Categories of Devices used when Necessary 
Diagnostic Spirometer: This devices falls under the category of Anaesthesiology and is a 
class II pulmonary function-testing device used in measuring the FlowNolume Loop, 
Inspiratory and Expiratory Lung Volumes of gas moving in or out of a patient's lung. This 
device is used in hospitals and in homes. Implementing QR code technology on the device 
package would definitely help the patients using the device at home. Because most of the 
doctors and Nurse's know about the device when used in hospitals, it would still help if the 
device is upgraded. If any special features are added, it can be updated universally and the 
already stored information updated in the barcode. This technology can benefit the 
manufacturer by saving the cost on printed IFU. It also benefits doctors, Nurses and patients 
by providing easy access to the information. This, in turn, automatically reduces the overall 
cost of the device. This also enhances the patient's health care. The new Spirometer has 
different functionality that can be complicated to understand by any user. The instant 
availability of the information can resolve the problem. As the user's categories include 
doctors, Nurse's, patients and patient family, implementing this technology makes good 
sense, and it is feasible for this technology to be implemented in the particular device. 
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Device Days used Technology 







Easy and fast 
access to the 
information 
Criticality of Potential 
Information Users 
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Feasible More than 30 
pages. 
Figure 4.6. QR code Feasibility analysis table for Diagnostic Spirometer 
2. Short Term Devices 
Syringes: Syringes are Class II devices that fall under general hospital and personal use 
devices. Syringes are used by doctors and by patients sometimes. As it is a very common 
device used everywhere, the criticality of information is not important. The IFU size for a 
syringe is less than 10 pages and is not a feasible for QR code technology to be implemented. 
For some single use devices, IFU might be required however, for the complete category of 
single use devices implementing QR code technology will be moderately feasibly. The 
technology might not benefit vastly on single use devices. 
Name of the Number of 
Benefit of 
Criticality of Potential Number of 
the Feasibility 
Device Days used 
Technology 
Information Users Pages 
Syringes 1 day No Benefit Degree 1 Doctors Moderately Less than 5 
Feasible pages 
Nurse's 
Figure 4.7. QR code Feasibility analysis table for Syringes 
3. Implantable Devices 
Pacemakers: Pacemakers are cardiovascular class Ill devices. Pacemakers are implanted 
inside the chest, stimulate the heart and generate pulses that, in tum stimulates heartbeats. 
Pacemakers are permanent implantable device that consists of many literature pieces. The 
information is critical compared to any other devices. If any special features are added, it can 
be updated universally and the already stored information in the barcode updated. It also 
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benefits doctors, Nurses and patients by providing easy access to the information. This in tum 
automatically reduces the overall cost of the device. It also enhances the patient health care. 
Name of the Number of 
Benefit of 
Criticality of Potential Number of the Feasibility 
Device Days used Technology 
Information Users Pages 
Pacemaker More than 6 Reduces Degree 3 Doctors Feasible More than 30 
months days 





Easy and fast 
access to the 
information 
Figure 4.8. QR code Feasibility analysis table for Pacemaker 
4. Accessory Devices 
Neurological surgery headrest: The surgical accessory devices are similar to any other 
accessory device of different category. Neurosurgical headrest is a device which assists in 
neurological surgery where the patient rests his/her head. As it is only used in hospitals and 
criticality of information is scaled to degree I QR code can be used to reduce the total cost of 
the device. 
Name of the Number of 
Benefit of 
Criticality of Potential Number of the Feasibility 
Device Days used Technology 
Information Users Pages 
Neurosurgical Used when No Benefit Degree I Nurse' s Not Feasible Less than 5 
headrest necessary pages 
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The case study is done to reveal the importance of IFU and to prove the feasibility of QR 
code technology instead of hardcopy IFU by means of cost analysis. In the case study, a 
medical device will be chosen and research will be performed to know the market for the 
particular device and the amount of paperwork for devices from each companies. This helps 
to implement the QR code technology in a particular category of paper work such as patients 
guide, nurse's guide and device manual as well as where the maximum paper work can be 
reduced. A comparison will be made between the companies that develop the device to 
standardize and to see if implementing QR code technology can reduce cost and help to attain 
potential benefits. 
The device chosen for the case study is Implantable Ports as it is most widely and commonly 
used medical device in venous access category. A prototype will be created to demonstrate 
the practical use of QR code in medical device package. A mock company and a mock 
implantable port will be chosen for demonstration. The appropriate assumptions will be made 
to assess the feasibility of the QR code technology. 
5.2 MARKET FOR IMPLANT ABLE PORTS 
Implantable Port is a small medical device that is installed beneath the skin. A catheter 
connects the port to a vein. Under the skin, the port has a septum through which drugs can be 
injected and blood samples can be drawn many times, usually with less discomfort for the 
patient than a more typical "needle stick". Ports are used mostly to treat haematology and 
oncology patients, but recently ports have been adapted also for haemodialysis' patients. In 
2008, the market for ports was 325,000 units27 and it is expected to increase to 350,000 units 
by the year 2012. Bard Medical is the leader in developing implantable ports and holds 50% 
of the market. In 2007, the U.S. market for vascular access devices and accessories was 
valued at $1.56 billion. The vascular access and accessories market is composed of 
implantable ports, Huber needles, central venous catheters (CVCs), dialysis catheters, 
peripherally inserted central catheters (PICCs), peripheral IV catheters (PIVCs), ultrasound 
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systems specialized for vascular access guidance, catheter stabilization devices and 
hypodermic syringes and needles. 
Many companies develop implantable port used in venous access category. However, four 
companies were chosen for case study. The companies are listed below: 
1. Bard Access System (Bard Medical)
2. Smiths Medical
3. Navilyst Medical
4. RITA Medical System
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5.3 COMPETITORS FOR IMPLANTABLE PORTS 
1. Bard Access System Implantable Port
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Figure 5.1. Picture of Bard Medical Implantable Port
23 
Bard Medical produces implantable ports only in titanium body with silicon catheter. This 
product has 2 types, without sutures and with sutures. The IFU and other literature pieces for 
both the types are almost same with minor changes. Their product typically has the following 
literature pieces patient guide, nurse's guide, Instructions for use, brpchure, nurse's wall chart 
and physician wall chart. As this device is released in different countries literature pieces 
should be available in all the languages. Bard holds 50% of the market and its product is used 
worldwide. All its literature pieces should be produced in at least 9 languages. The number 
of pages in a typical literature piece for Bard's Implantable ports only in English is listed in 














I or 2 
All the literature has to be printed in 9 languages. As 
nurse's guide has 28 pages only in English, the total 
pages for Nurse's guide come up to 252 pages when 
printed in 9 languages. However, most commonly 
used IFU will come up to 72 pages. 
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Figure 5.2. Picture of Smiths Medical Implantable Port 
Smiths Medical produces implantable ports only in titanium body with polyurethane and 
silicon catheter. The specification for both the catheter is different but both the IFU remains 
the same. Their products typically has the following literature pieces Product information 
sheet, port trouble shooting guide (Nurse's guide), Patient information (Patient guide), port 
family brochure (brochure), patient information (Patient card), clinician information 
(physicians guide) and Indication For Use (IFU). Smiths Medical distributes its products to 
22 countries. Most of its literature piece should have at least 7 languages. The number of 
pages in a typical literature piece for Smith's Implantable ports only in English is listed in the 
table below: 
Literature Piece No. of Pages 
Nurse's Guide 41 
Patients Guide 6 
IFU 15 
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Figure 5.3. Picture of Navilyst Medical Implantable Port 
Navilyst Medical produces implantable ports in titanium and polysulfone with both silicon 
and polyurethane catheter. Their product typically has the following literature pieces: Patient 
guide, Nurse's guide, Instructions for use, brochure, patient card and wall chart. The Nurse's 
guide is followed online through a separate designated website, if printed the number of 
pages of the guide comes up to 35 pages. Navilyst Medical product has to have the literature 
piece printed in 7 languages according to the FDA standards and also due to distribution of 
the product to different countries worldwide. The number of pages in a typical literature piece 
for Navilyst's Implantable ports only in English is listed in the table below: 
Literature Piece No. of Pages 
Nurse's Guide 35 




Wall Charts 1 
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Figure 5.4. Picture of RITA Medical System Implantable Port 
RITA Medical systems are a small company owned by Angiodynamics. The company 
produces implantable ports in titanium, polysulfone and acetal plastic with both silicon and 
polyurethane catheter. There product typically has the following literature pieces Patient 
guide, Nurse's guide, Instructions for use, brochure, patient card and physician guide. RITA 
medical systems have to print their literature piece in 6 languages. The number of pages in a 
typical literature piece for RITA's Implantable ports only in English is listed in the table 
below: 
Literature Piece No. of Pages 
Nurse's Guide 20 
Patients Guide 9 
IFU 17 
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5.4 ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE NEW TECHNOLOGY 
The assumptions are made depending on the facts of number of pages and other information 
obtained from comparing the ports from 4 different companies. The prototype will be the 
replica of the IFU if produced using QR code technology. The assumptions made before 
creating the prototype are: 
• Percentage of usage of QR code in Implantable Ports is 100 percent and the
technology will be adopted by the market fully, completely eliminating the IFU from
the package. This 100% is the assumed long-term adoption; however, it is recognized
that the early implementation of QR code may be some mixture with hardcopy
literature.
• The cost of a typical IFU will be calculated depending on the facts obtained from the
IFU for Implantable ports from 4 companies. The language printed was min 7 on most
of the IFU as they are accepted globally so 7 languages were chosen. Assuming all the
information included the IFU comprises of 50 pages.
• The cost analysis is performed on the 4 companies chosen. The assumption made here
is that Bard Medical holds 50% of market share for ports and rest of the share is held
by other 3 companies equally.
• The hardware cost to support implementation of QR codes is assumed negligible, as
each scanner is estimated to be less than the $400/unit cost of a port catheter.
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5.5 PROCEDURE TO BUILD THE PROTOTYPE 
Step l: Collecting the required information for the IFU. 
Step 2: Constructing the text matter into a required format in English with Microsoft word. 
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Figure 5.5. Screen shot of Text being prepared in Microsoft Word 
·-· ... ... 
" 
An IFU should comprise the minimum information such as device description instruction for 
use, contradictions, potential complication, implementation procedure, pre-implantation, 
product specification and warranty. All these information were included in the dummy IFU 
based on the investigation conducted on IFU of different companies. 
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Step 3: Based on case study the IFU was translated into 7 languages. The created English 
Text is translated into 6 other languages namely French, Italian, Spanish, Dutch, Chinese and 
Japanese. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Device D••cription 
The iaplantabla port mainly assi•t• in infusion of fluids and 
••pic-ation of blood. A port con•i•t• of a resarvoic- coapartaent 
(tha portal) that ha• a •ilicona bubble for naadla insertion (the 
septum.), with an attached plaatic tuba (the cathetec). The device 
I
• aurgically inserted under the skin in the upper cheat or in 
ha arlll and appears •• a bwap under the akin. It requires no 
pacial ••in'tananca and is co111plataly internal •o awi!l.llling and 
bathing ara not a problem. The catheter runs from the portal and 
• surgically inserted into a vein (usually th• jugular vein, 
ubclavian vein, or superior vena cava}. Ideally, the other end 
of the catheter tenDinates in the superior vena cave, just 
up•tream of the right atrium. Thi• position allows infused agents 
o be •pread throughout the body quickly and efficiently . 
Th• septum is ••d• of a •p•cial self-sealing silicone rubber; it 
can be punctured hundr•ds of ti••• before it weak•n• signicantly. 
1'0 adaini•t•r tre•taent or to withdraw blood, a health 
professional "Will first locat• the port and disinfect th• ar-ea. 
'l'hen he or she will access th• port by punctuc-ing the overlying 
skin with • 90• Huber point needle although a But.tee-fly needle 
may al•o be used. (Due to its design, there i• • very low 
infection c-isk, as the be-each of •kin integrity is never larger 
than th• caliber of th• needle. Thi• gives it an advantage over 
indwelling lines such as th• Hicltaan lin•.) Negative pressure is 
cr•ated to withdr•w blood into the vacuuaiz.ed needle, to check 
for- blood return •nd ••• if the port is functioning normally. 
'.Next, the port will be flushed with a ••line •olution. Then, 
tr•at111.ent will begin. After each use, a heparin lock i• aade by 
injecting a ••all amount of hepadnized •aline (an anticoagulant) 
l
into the device. This prevent• develop111ent of clot• ,within the 
port or catheter. In 1rome catheter deaigns where there i• a 
aelf-aealing valve at the far end, the •y•t•• i• locked with ju•t 
saline. 'l'he port can ba left accessed for as long as required. 
Th• port i• covered in • dressing to protect the site from 
infection and to secure the needle in position. 




i.a chaubre iaplantable principale, .. nt aide • la �rfusion de 
fluid•• et de ! 'aspiration de sang. Un port est constitu4 d'un 
coapartiment de r•••rvoir Cl• port.ail) qui a une bull• de •ilicone 
pour l' in•ertion d' aiguill•• (la cloi•on), avee une attach• en 
plastique tube (l• catheter). Le dispositif ••t inaer4 
chir\.lrgiealeiaent 80\.lS la peau dan• la partie sup4rieure de la 
poitrine ou dans les bras et apparalt eo1111e \.lne bo••e •ous la 
peau. Il n• n4c•ssite a\.lcun entretien particulier et est 
compl41tem•nt intern• afin de natation et la baignad• ne sont pas 
un probl•••· Le cath4ter court a partir du port.ail et de la 
chiruc-gie est ins4r4 dan• une vein• (habituellement la vein• 
jugulaire, sous-ordre d'id8as, ou de la vain• cave sup4rieure), 
Id4aleiaent, l 'autre extr4mit4 d\.l cath4t•r •• ter.in• dana la vein• 
cave sup,rieure, just• an All.Ont de l 'oreillett• droite. Cette 
po•ition per.et d'&tre perfusie agents r,partis dan• tout le corp• 
rapideiaent et efficaceaent. 
La cloi•on ••t con•titu4e d'une auto-4tanch4it4 en caoutchouc de 
•ilicone, il peut &tr• perc, de centaines de fois avant qu• .1.l 
aft'aiblit •ignificativeaent. "our adaini•trer un traiteaent ou de 
retie-er le sang, un professionnal de la •ant4 va d'abord localiser 
le port et d4•infecter la zone. Pui•, il ou ell• aura acc41• au 
port par la perforation de la p.au au-des•u• de 90 • avec une 
aiguill• de Hubec- point aim• •i l 'aigl.lill• • iutterfly •ai 
4galeai.ent ltre utili•4•. (In rai•on de aa conception, il ya un 
tr41• faible ri•que d'infaction, coaae la violation de l'int,grit• 
de la peau n' est jaaai• plus grand• que le calibre de l' aiguille. 
Cela lui donne un avant.age a:ur laa: lign•• indwelling coa.m.e le 
Hickman ligne.) "n•sion n4gative e•t cr44• pour retirer du sang 
dans le vacuW1.ized aiguill• pour v4rifier le retour du aang et de 
voir ai le port fonctionne norm.alement. ln•uite, le port ••r• 
rinc4e avec une solution saline. Bnsuite, le traitement peut 
coamencec-. Apr•• chaque utili•ation, une h4parine de verrouillage 
•• fait en injectant une petite quantit4 de s4rum physiologique 
heparin• (un anticoagulant) dan• le dispoaitif. Cela eap4che l• 
d,veloppement de eaillots & l'intirieur du port ou du cathiter. 
Dans certain• •od41les catheter, oU. il exist• une auto-•oupape a 
fer..eture a l' ext riait,, le syst4111.e est varrouill4 avec un peu 
•al••· Le port �ut ltre con•ult•• au••i lonqt••P• que n4cessair•. 
Le port fait l'objet d'un pansement pour prot4ger le •it• de 
l 'infection et d' a•aurer 1 • aiguill• en po•ition. 
113 ..•••• ,, .......... , .. ,,, 
Figure 5.6. Screen shot of Translation from English to French 
The language translation was performed on Google translator, but FDA uses some 
standardized and certified software for translation. However, for the procedure to build the 
prototype, Google translator is used, as that is similar to the FDA certified software. Figure 
5.6 shows the procedure of translating English Text to French. There are four steps followed 
to translate one language to another. 
1. In Google translator software, English text is typed in the block designated for the text
2. English option is selected in the first dropdown bar at the bottom and French is
selected in the second dropdown bar
3. Translate bar is clicked to translate the language from English to French.
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4. The translated text is displayed in the right window in the figure 5.6. 
Step 4: Creating and collecting required diagrams and pictures that will correlate with the 
appropriate text in the IFU. The required pictures were created in Core1Draw software 
• .,Core!ORAW 17 [Grdph1c1] 1-:..Ji:.Jjf 
"'.I {dl i-,,, l,,l')'Ol.t &fS!Qe ~ ..... lbt '"* ~ ~ - " X 
!j DIIY91.3:BCIQl'!IL?• llt;IIA·l!!! ,.,.,. v 
.f=',_.=...::.c;;;,L--~[_i='f'_.,='_'!.=m~j_:~::::~_~=~-·.::_')-:,''..-·C...'-=--j-"-::.--"_-_:t;,"'.L•,--t_· -~--~-=.£!-=._-:::,.,=._--=..-=.--=..:..-:=..°'"L---_-_-_-_•,r_-_-_-_-_-_;;;;L..---_-_-_-_-,._r_-_-_-_-_-...J•L..---_-_-_-_.,r_-_-_-_::_,_x_-,_""_=~ljl 
~ • + lol2 > H \J'P'!!l!Jll.fl~T----------l 
Wlllh: l«l.1~3 Hw,tit: l?.98Cl Cft•: (115,051, 163,J71) rnlrMt«s '-'~rl 160btKtton~ I 
(·201.Z29,33Z.50a) Cli.-.objedt¥111Qfcrrotlflrq~tiddlnJtodwllicb.-DbJ,Ku;ff\+dd:.~; M.+dc;;.~ctri+ddf.MIKtsln•<1c,,1p 
Figure 5. 7. Screen shot of Pictures being created in CoreIDraw 
The IFU has to have a line drawing of the particular device with all its nomenclature. 
Therefore, line drawing of the implantable port was created using the tools in Core!Draw 
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Step 5: Layout design with a dummy company name and logo is created in a graphic 
designing Software CorelDraw. 
ia,i,. [cl: ~ ..... lrflVI l!l'~ ..... Id: '"* l)'dotot ,_, 
Cli9$<a 1?1£?· .,~ .il.·l!i! .... 




l>I .. _ 
MAHU •. 
14 + l of2 • .. \J·~·c..l!i~,---------, 
Figure 5.8. Layout for the webpage designed in CoreJDraw 
. " 
X -
Figure 5.8 shows the screen shot of the layout created in CorelDraw. This layout is used on 
all the pages for the IFU. This template can be edited accordingly. 
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Step 6: The 7 languages text matter is imported from Microsoft word to Core!Draw software 
and aligned in the text section created in the Core!Draw software. 
(.ordlRAW 11 IG111ph1c1] i:-1'6'.,X 
,1~ l!Jie tia ... Lt'fOl,t t,r_,. Ufeii.ts ~ 1':d TP ~ ~ - ~. 
l!,tH ~$& !!, tr · IICJA ·ll!I..., 
~" - .,.:21oom1 :: (]CJt,.LNi;~ws _v + 2.54-: ~ ::: : -• 







).,, . .__. : 
i,_...,..__.,._ ..,, .. ,.._. ... ....,.. ... r_ .. ; 
:!~=t~T.=":-""'::-.:.:t~~"":· : "'""'''L,......., ... ,. ____ ~-·-·-- : t!".."::':.::.":'.:-=-=-~=-i.,...,.t .. ---! : 
i:'.:.~!.:'t:...':.::::=~==..r;.::-:-:;-:::_: 
t=.:_!~.:!:..=~~-;:~~;.=.. : ---.............. ,..,....... ...... _ : 
r-~~~~!=--=~:E:=,.. .. / 
t=< ..... :-::.:.---.:-~=:;::=:.:r~"':.,:; ... : 
~;7t!f!·~¥-~~~;~l .,_,..,_11•-~w .•. - .. __,.,_,_.,,...,.. -: 
[~i:-~~f:::..rrt:?::c.-1 
r,~=r.zf_-::~:~ ... ':."":: . ."~: 
Figure 5.9. Alignment of text and graphic in CorelDraw layout 
Figure 5.9 shows the screen shot of the complete page layout comprised of text and images. 
All 51 pages are created in the same fashion. The text and images created are imported to 
CorelDraw software. 
Step 7: The created and collected images are imported and placed in the designated area on 
the Corel draw layout. 51 page IFU is created with all the translated languages and pictures. 
Step 8: Each page of the IFU is converted into a JPEG format. As these pages will be 
published on website, each page has to be converted into JPEG format to make it compatible 
for webpage designing software. 
Step 9: Webpage designing software (Dreamweaver) is used to convert the created document 
into a webpage that will be published on the website. 
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Step 10: A code is created on the Dreamweaver software to which the jpeg image of a 
particular page can be linked 
file: fdit FQrmlt ~ew tfdp 
~ ! OOCTYP[ tmi'L PU9LJC "'-/ /W3C//DTD tm!L 4 . 01 TrAM1t1ona1 //EN" 
~;f / / www.wl.org/TR/ht:a1.t/ l oose. dtd"> 
<head> 
<t1tlexJnt 1tl •d Docu1Nnt.</ t i tle > 
<S t yl n 
<! - · 
~~! n {fl on : laft: d1splay:block; u xt-al 19n :cenur ; } 
</ styl•> 




Figure 5.10. Code created for webpage design 
Figure 5.10 shows the screen shot of the code created in note pad software. This code is 
imported into Dreamweaver software. This code is the template to create the webpage for all 
51 pages. 
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Step 11: Each page is linked with the created code and it is saved as a webpage, which is in 
html format. This WebPages are in a format that is publishable on the website. This 
procedure is followed for all and the created 51 WebPages are stored separately in a folder. 
<bodv> 
Modify Fonnat ComrMnds Site Windok Help • • 0 • A • 
·btt~ : / / YW. v3. cr;/ I iVba.J., 1 lCCH , d t d . ) 
<ba:l> 
<title>Uo:tit led Dee,.::::e.nt</ titlO 
~te~:{! l.:&t , lt!t ; d16Pllll ' l:lcclc t u t-ali~ ; ct::iter:J 
</ l t)'le> 
<r..eu h1:t p-1::iu1·.-. · cont1:nt-tyi:1: " ccnu nt:• "tu .t/btlll.l; chcset•i • o- !!Si-1 ·> 
</ hH1> 
<div id•'"t u t"> <ir,g arc•"i.U;u / u1ol1ahpaqe3. ] ~-xb:> 
<.s h:e!• · eco liab;:a;e t.btm">Jf?Xl<, a> 
</ d1v> 
DESIGNER • (J:> 
~-
'"01'lRTIIS ---======-----------------------------------::·:9•1 
i<>HTM. j Famot ~ •j 0.. None • B I I:;: :.I :I - (i) 
11!, css ID Nono .... • Q T• .. t 
Figure 5.11. Page linking using Dreamweaver software with created code 
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Step 12: The code of each webpage can be edited by opening the particular code in Notepad. 
f ile (dit f .Qffl1it ~ew tfdp 
<! DOCTYPi. H"Tli4L PUBLI C " - / {W3C//DT0 tfTML 4,01 Tr~S1 t 1on1.l//£N" 
~~!.~//"'""'· wJ . Of"g/TR/ ht• -'/ loose. dtd"> 
<hu.d> 
<t1t1•>Unt1tl • d oocuaent.</ t1tl e> 
<St yle> 
<! --
ltust{f l oat : lef t ; d1sph.y:block; tut- 1.119n: unur; } 
--> 
</ styh> 
<JNU http- e.qu1v• "Contt:nt - Typ•" conttnt•"ttxt ht • l: ch,rset•iso- 1859-1 "> 
</ M1.d> 
I 
!~d-"ust."> <l ag src•"1N ges/ 1ndu. jpeg" border•"O" userqp•"W.,p'"> 
~~~~::,ct" coords•"799,67' ,91-i , 705" hrtf• " tngl1shp1.gd. ht.a"> 
<.aru sh~e-"rect" coords-"792 ,73, ,900, 769" hrt:f• "frt:nchp1.ge10. ht•"> 
<Mtl. sti.pt:•"rtct"' coords•"I00,100 ,899,837" hrtf• "dutchp1.ge17. ht.a"> 
<&rH. sMpt:• "rect " coords - "713,165,191 , 903" href- " s p~ishp.1ge24 . ht:a"> 
<.aru s~•- "rtct " coords•"79S,926 ,898,966" hrtf• "iu.l hnp•ge31. hta"> 
<NH sh.ipe-"rtct " coords•"779,992 ,196,1029" hr t f • "ch1nesepa.gt31. ht•"> 
<NH sh~e- "rtct'' coords-"772 , 1059 ,191 ,1094 " href•" ja.panesepa.ge45 . ht• "> 
<MH shipe• "rtct" coords - "793 , 737 ,198, 761" hrtf• "f rtnc~opa.gi%2010.ht•"> 
;~:: !~:==~=~~:: ~=~:==~~:::~::::; ::J~: ~~=~==~~~~~~~i::i~~i~~h;: .. > 
<Nt• shipt•"rtct " coords•"IOl ,929,191, 965'' href-"1t•l 1a.""20p.i.g~031. ht •"> 
~=: !~====~:g:: ~=~:::;1~:ri~o~::i~~~:; .. h~:;:~1!~:~~~~ ~~~~;: .. > 
¼~P> 
<I. hrtf•"syabols , htm">NEXT</l.></d1 v> 
!~~~~: 
Figure 5.12. Code created for webpage design in Dreamweaver software 
Step 13: All the webpage codes are edited and linked to each other in an order from page 
numbers from 1 to 50 with "Next" key word. 
Step 14: After all the linking is done, Index page is set as the cover page, which consists of 
page number of all 7 languages. 
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Step 15: The Index page is edited with Dream weaver to link the language to the appropriate 
pages. English text is linked to the first page of English language; French page is linked to the 
first page of French language and so on. The edited code is saved. 
Modify FOnN.t Commands Site Window Help • • 0 • I. • 
•bt:tp: //VIN. vl. cr;J ?R/btrJ.f. / locH .du!'"> 
<ha.!> 
<title>Untitle.d Doeumnt</ title:> 
f o:-e.!l::t!lcu : le!t · d.1aplay ·blcci uxt-aliqn· cenar . ) 
< at1•le> 
<rat.I bttp-e~v•"Ccnt.tnt-t~· ccnt.e!l.t•'"te:1:t/htllll: charaet•ho-!!!t-1 "> 
</ tlea~> 
=•,:I 
<div id•'"teat'"> <i:q a:c-"1=-;ea/ in~e:r. .Jpe.;" t:crde.r•"O" uae:r.ai:-•'"f l'Ap"> 
cu;: :ltl.9•"'Xap"> 
<a.:ea sha~a•"r-ect" cecria•"'7ii, 6if,, 9U, 70S" brt!•"en;l!a~;el.btm'"> 
<area a!\ape:•'"nct'" ccord.l•"'iil, '1J4, 900, 70" b::a!•"f:11:i.chpa;a10.b":Ei'"> 
<nu abapa•"Net" cccr:U•"!OO, !!10, !9!, !31'" bn!•"dui;eh,a;d 7 .btn"> 
<a...-ea abape•'":ect'" c:cria•"i!l, !65, !9?, 903" bre!•"apa.'Ua!l.Fa;alf. .h.tz.'"> 
<&!'H •!'l•F•··nct." C0Cl':ia•"ii!, 92,,!t!, 96f· h::•!•"it.ali1n.pe;•31 .ha:t"> 
<•n• sha~•"n,:;" cccrll•"77t,ti2,BiC,102i" b:::e!•"eb..1D•H~•.1'•3!.htzi"> 
DESIGNER • 
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CSSSTYlU ., l 
- 15" 
<eru •h•~··::•c:" -:ooris•·n2, lOSi, !9!,109'" !l.:e!•"J1pe.:t1:.upege:U.btz1"> 
<a::u s hape•"ra~ · ccc:d.1•"'7113, 737,!i!, ''!" htt!•"!:::•~o:b\20p1q11:12010.bu."> 
<eru ahapa•"nc;" cccr'i.1•"!03, !Di, !i7, !31"' b.:::e!•"dutch\4~p11a\201; ,ht.m"> 
<a:::u sb.epa•"::ac;" cecrll•"i!J,!U, !97,101" hN!•"1peni1h\2Cpeg•l2024.bc:"> 
<a:•• sbapa••::act." cccrll•'"!o:11, 929,!il!, HS" h.n!•"it.al1L'll2Cpa;al2031.bt="> 
<a::u .th•~· ·ue;" cco~• "7!1, US,!U, 102!" b::e!• "c.hlnese\2Cipege\20l!.ba"'> 
<e:::ee ahepc•"rec;" cecr.:U• "1'2, LOt 0 ,!98, 1092" b.rt!•"Jape:1.ueUOµge\2045,bt.111"> 
__ .. __ 
( / r.ap 
<l:::> 
<.s h::e!• ".13,':bch,htx1'">1DCT<1 a></ div> 
</ body> 
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Step 16: A new folder is created which holds all the jpeg image of 51 pages and all the 
created webpage of 51 pages. The name give to the folder is webpage. 
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Step 17: The created folder containing all the files is ready to be hosted on a website by using 
Filezilla software. 
f1k ( dlt V:1ew I r1nsf.r ~ )ookrNrb t:felp fitwv11n:t011 rntl1bt.i 
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Figure 5.14. Screen shot of home page of Filezilla Software 
Figure 5.14 shows the screen shot of the home page of Filezilla software. The created folder 
' Webpage" is imported from left window in the figure to Right and uploaded to the sever 
with the help of the option available in Filezilla. 
Step 18: The Webpage folder is copied onto the server that already exists in the Filezila 
software. A separate folder is organized on the Filezilla server. 
Step 19: The URL is generated by designating the webpage folder. 
Step 20: The URL generated by Filezilla is "www.adclump.com/webpage/ index.htm" . This 
website links to the IFU. 
Step 21: This URL should be converted into a QR code that will be printed on a Medical 
device package. For this purpose Kawya, software is used. QR code can be generated online 
from Kawya website. 
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Step 22: The QR code generator has three options to customize the QR code. In option I, 
i.e., Content type URL is selected; in option 2 "www.adclump.com/webpage/index.htm" link
is typed; and in the option 3 the required size of the QR code is selected. "L" size is selected 
for this pilot study. 
QR-CODE GENERATOR 
Content t:o,.pe 1 






Figure 5.15. Picture of QR code Generating software window (Kaywa Software) 
Step 23: After entering all the options, generate button is clicked to generate the QR code 
Si11ve this code to add it to your blog 
or your documents. 
You .-;an also u:si:e the code's permalink, 
or copy-paste the follovltng HTML code 1 
-<imq :src-... htep:.//qrcode kaywa com/i..mg.phJ 
,r-m-1 
QR-CODE GENERATOR 
Content type 1 
0 URL t) Text C..1 Phone Number U SMS 
Content: 
URL: 
http: ... ,.,.,,..v,, addump com/Manu/index.htm 
Size: L ,.. 
Generate I 
Figure 5.16. Picture of generated QR code in Kaywa Software 
Step 24: The generated QR code can be saved in any required electronic format if editing is 
required 
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Step 25: The QR code is printed on the Prototype of Medical device package. Figure 4.13 
shows the picture of prototype designed with the QR code. 
Figure 5.17. QR Code printed on the prototype of Medical'Device Package 
Step 26: iPhone is used as a scanning device for this pilot study. "2 D Sense" software is 
downloaded. "2 D sense" is a 2 dimensional barcode decoding software that can scan and 
decode the QR code. After the successful decoding, the software links to the web link which 
was encoded into QR in Kawya software. 
Step 27: Scanning and decoding is performed on 2 D Scan application by following 3 steps. 
First application is started on the iPhone, then scan option is selected from the options, then 
the barcode is focused in the software window such that the complete QR code is covered in 
the window. If the picture looks focused, then select "use photo" to proceed to the next step. 
If the decoding process is successful, the software application directly links you to the 
website by opening the internet browser. 
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The quote for 50-page IFU containing of 7 languages was obtained from 2 different 
organizations for 1000 copies. To print a black and white copy costs 7.5 - 8 cents per sheets, 
assuming it is printed on both sides. Therefore, per copy if you consider 7.5 cents per page 
would cost $3.75 per IFU. This quote was obtained for only 1000 copies but when the big 
medical device companies get the quote to be printed in bulk, the cost of per IFU comes 
down. If printed in bulk the cost of 1 page would be 5 cents, total cost of would be $2.5 per 
IFU. Let us assume if 5000 IFUs were printed for a medical device with the industry rate of 
$2.5 /IFU, it would cost $12,500 
The assumptions for the 4 companies is made such that Bard Medical hold 50% of market 
share and the other 3 companies, Navilyst Medical, Smith Medical and RITA Medical 
holding equal shares in the market. These assumptions are made to simulate real-time 
scenarios in the market. The market for ports according to 2008 market report is 325,000 
units. The entire literature piece costing is calculated with reference to the facts available 
from the market and facts collected in the case study. According to the case study 
assessment, nurse's guides has the most number of pages when compared with other 
literature pieces, suggesting that this is the preferred item for QR code implementation. The 
nursing guide was not considered for this cost analysis as this piece of literature may require 
reference in an array of settings (i.e., hospital, clinic, patient's home) that may be 
compromised by limited internet access. Patients guides were not considered for QR code 
implementation analysis as the page count is limited and it was believed that the availability 
of technology to patient is unpredictable (i.e., not every patient has internet access) 
Physicians guides could be considered for QR code implementation, yet the limited number 
of pages would not result in significant cost savings. Brochures and wall charts were not 
considered viable sources for QR code use as these are quick reference materials needed 
during training, sales, marketing and use whose quality could be compromised should 
computer access be needed. Therefore, IFU was chosen for cost-savings analysis for these 
reasons: 
a) IFU's are primary documents needed to perform medical procedure
b) Medical procedures are performed in rooms where computers and readers are available
today
c) IFU's has a large number of pages that could result in a significant cost savings.
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The below table shows the average number of pages for the literature pieces by comparing all 
the 4 companies: 
Literature Piece No. of Pages 
Nurse's Guide 31 
Patients Guide 8 
IFU 14 
Physician Guide 10 
Brochures 2 
Wall Charts -
The dummy IFU was created considering the average obtained. As IFU is widely used, 
dummy IFU was created as other literature pieces are not adequately used. QR code 
technology can be implied on any literature pieces if it is feasible . 
Units = 325000 
Total B/W print cost in bulk = 5 cents per page 
Total B/W print cost (private quote) = 7.5 cents per page 
Bard Medical 
Bard Medical Nurse's guide = 252 (28 pages X 9 languages) reduced to 126 pages back to 
back 
Bard Medical IFU = 72 (8 pages X number of languages 9) reduced to 36 pages back to back 
Bard has 50% of market = 0.5 (325,000) 
Total unit sold by Bard Medical = 162500 
Per Nurse's guide copy with 5 cents per page = $6.3 
Per Nurse's guide copy with 7.5 cents per page = $9.45 
Per IFU with 5 cents per page = $1.8 
Per IFU with 7.5 cents per page = $2.7 
If $1.8 is the IFU cost for 1 implantable port: 162500 X 1.8 = $ 292,500 
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Smith Medical Nurse's guide = 287 (41 pages X 7 languages) reduced to 144 pages back to 
back 
Smith Medical IFU = 105 (15 pages X number of languages 7) reduced to 52 pages back to 
back 
Smith has 113rd of 50 % market = 1/3 (162,500) 
Total unit sold by Smith Medical = 54,166 
Per Nurse's guide copy with 5 cents per page = $7.2 
Per Nurse's guide copy with 7.5 cents per page = $10.8 
Per IFU with 5 cents per page = $2.6 
Per IFU with 7.5 cents per page = $3.9 
If $2.6 is the IFU cost for 1 implantable port : 54166 X 2.6 = 140,831 
Navilyst Medical 
Navilyst Medical Nurse's guide = 245 (35 pages X 7 languages) reduced to 122 pages back to 
back 
Navilyst Medical IFU = 112 (16 pages X number of languages 7) reduced to 56 pages back to 
back 
Navilyst Medical has 113rd of 50 % market = 1/3 (162500) 
Total unit sold by Navilyst Medical = 54166 
Per Nurse's guide copy with 5 cents per page = $6.1 
Per Nurse's guide copy with 7.5 cents per page = $9.15 
Per IFU with 5 cents per page = $2.8 
Per IFU with 7.5 cents per page = $4.2 
lf$2.8 is the IFU cost for 1 implantable port: 54,166 X 2.8 = 151,664 
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RITA Medical Nurse's guide= 120 (20 pages X 6 languages) reduced to 60 pages back to 
back 
RITA Medical IFU = 102 ( 17 pages X number of languages 6) reduced to 50 pages back to 
back 
RITA Medical has 113rd of 50 % market = 1/3 (162500) 
Total unit sold by RITA Medical = 54166 
Per Nurse's guide copy with 5 cents per page= $3 
Per Nurse's guide copy with 7.5 cents per page = $4.5 
Per lFU with 5 cents per page = $2.5 
Per IFU with 7.5 cents per page = $3.75 
If$2.8 is the IFU cost for 1 implantable port: 54166 X 2.5 = 135,415 
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Figure 5.18. Statistical Analysis of Cost per IFU for 4 companies 
The chart shows the graphical representation of the cost per IFU spent by the four companies. 
As we can see, Smith Medical spends the most on each IFU as the number of page in Smiths 
Medical IFU is more; hence the cost of the IFU increases. 
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Figure 5.19. Cost Analysis of IFU cost for the year 2008 for each company 
The above chart show the amount spent by each company in the year 2008 on IFU for 
Implantable ports. As Bard Medical has 50% of market share for ports, it has spent the most 
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It is shown from the Research study that the QR code can be implemented successfully on a 
medical device package. The code on the package successfully links to the intended 
information by providing easy access to the users. The thesis was successfully completed in 
assessing the QR code technology for particular devices. The thesis also demonstrated the 
cost to produce IFU and the cost savings that can be benefited by the technology. 
Section 5.5 of chapter 5 in this thesis successfully demonstrates the implementation of QR 
code technology. The prototype created proves the practical implementation of technology. 
As the IFU and other literature pieces are eliminated from the medical device package, all the 
potential problems have been eliminated that is caused by the IFU. The implementation of 
QR code technology eliminates the issues listed in the problem statement stated in section 3.2 
chapter 3 in this thesis are listed below 
• Dampening of IFU can be avoided from process of climatic conditioning and
accelerated aging, which in turn might cause smudging and erase the important
information.
• As IFU is eliminated, pinholes and barrier breaches on the Tyvek pouch or/and Mylar
are avoided from the sharp edges ofTFU. This will also no't affect the package design.
• Elimination of IFU also eliminates the concern about number of pages in an IFU
which may again lead to design change of the package and affect the functionality of
the package.
• The issue of one IFU in a bundle of 5-30 products in a single secondary carton can be
avoided by printing the QR code on each device package that can be accommodated
on the package. This does not cost more; instead, it reduces the cost.
• As IFU's are eliminated, potential issue of stapler pin causing rust can also be
eliminated.
• As space for information is not a problem for QR code Technology, the concern of
fitting all the information into a small area in a IFU can be addressed.
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Section 4.4.2 of chapter 4, figure 4.2 shows the Matrix for assessing the feasibility of 
Implementing QR code Technology in Medical Device Packages. From the assessment the 
QR, code technology can be on 2 category of device namely "Device used when necessary" 
and "Long term Implantable Devices". As these devices are used for long period and has too 
many literature pieces, QR code technology is perfectly suitable for these categories. 
In this thesis, It is also demonstrated from case study the saving that can be attained by a 
company by implementing QR code technology. This Technology not only saves money but 
also paper. This can also be related to Sustainability as the quality of the functionality is 
enhanced by cutting down the by-products and saving money. As most of the IFU are non 
recyclable due to the potential ofIFU getting contaminated by blood and bacteria, so the IFU 
printing cost and paper cost can be completely eradicated by this technology. The table below 
shows the total cost savings for each literature pieces. 
Nurse's Guide Patient Guide !FU Physician guide Brochure 
Average no. of 
124 32 56 40 8 
pages 
Price per copy 
$6.2 $1.6 $2.8 $2 $0.4 
in dollars ($) 
Total Price for 
the 325,000 $2,015,000 $520,000 $910,000 $650,000 $130,000 
units 
Figure 6.1. Table and Cost analysis for the average number of page for each literature type 
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Figure 6.2. Graphical representation of Total cost for Literature pieces 
Nurse ' s guide is definitely big bang for investment when you look at the statistics as Nurse ' s 
guide comprised of more pages compared to any other literature type. But most of the 
companies does not include Nurse ' s guide with the device package as it is not a requirement 
for FDA standards and also the analysis from different companies for Nurse' s guide shows 
varied number of pages, Whereas, IFU is a necessity and requirem~nt for all Medical devices. 
QR code technology can be definitely implemented for instead of hard copy IFU and 
correlates with the assumption, as all the Medical devices should comprise the IFU. The 
dummy IFU created for the company "MANU SYSTEM" correlates the IFU when created 
with average of the 4 companies and also proves that this technology can be practically 
implemented. 
All the expected criteria stated in the purpose of study for this thesis was accomplished. All 
the expected goals were achieved but implementing this technology on the field would be 
another challenge. This thesis provides the direction towards implementing this technology. 
This thesis also indicates the suitable device for the QR code technology to be implemented. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATION 
The following abbreviation have been used in this thesis research 
FDA : Food and Drug Administration 
AIM: Automatic Identification Manufacturers 
JIS: Japanese Industrial Standard 
JAMA: Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association 
ISO: International Organization for Standardization 
IFU: Indications for Use 
DFU: Direction for Use 
QR Code: Quick Response Code 
URL: Uniform Resource Locator 
PMA: Pre-Market Approval 
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